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FOREWORD 
by the Director General

The demand for energy is continually growing, both in the developed and 
the developing countries. Traditional sources o f energy such as oil and gas will 
probably be exhausted within a few decades, and present world-wide energy 
demands are already overstraining present capacity. Of the new sources nuclear 
energy, with its proven technology, is the most significant single reliable source 
available for closing the energy gap that is likely, according to the experts, to be 
upon us by the turn o f the century.

During the past 25 years, 19 countries have constructed nuclear power plants. 
More than 200 power reactors are now in operation, a further 150 are planned, 
and, in the longer term, nuclear energy is expected to play an increasingly 
important role in the development o f energy programmes throughout the world.

Since its inception the nuclear energy industry has maintained a safety 
record second to none. Recognizing the importance o f this aspect o f nuclear 
power and wishing to ensure the continuation o f this record, the International 
Atomic Energy Agency established a wide-ranging programme to provide the 
Member States with guidance on the many aspects o f safety associated with 
thermal neutron nuclear power reactors. The programme, at present involving the 
preparation and publication o f about 50 books in the form of Codes o f Practice 
and Safety Guides, has become known as the NUSS programme (the letters being 
an acronym for Nuclear Safety Standards). The publications are being produced 
in the Agency’s Safety Series and each one will be made available in separate 
English, French, Russian and Spanish versions. They will be revised as necessary in 
the light of experience to keep their contents up to date.

The task envisaged in this programme is a considerable and taxing one, 
entailing numerous meetings for drafting, reviewing, amending, consolidating and 
approving the documents. The Agency wishes to thank all those Member States 
that have so generously provided experts and material, and those many individuals, 
named in the published Lists of Participants, who have given their time and efforts 
to help in implementing the programme. Sincere gratitude is also expressed to the 
international organizations that have participated in the work.

The Codes of Practice and Safety Guides are recommendations issued by the 
Agency for use by Member States in the context o f their own nuclear safety 
requirements. A Member State wishing to enter into an agreement with the 
Agency for the Agency’s assistance in connection with the siting, construction,
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commissioning, operation or decommissioning o f a nuclear power plant will be 
required to follow those parts o f the Codes o f Practice and Safety Guides that 
pertain to the activities covered by the agreement. However, it is recognized that 
the final decisions and legal responsibilities in any licensing procedures always rest 
with the Member State.

The NUSS publications presuppose a single national framework within which 
the various parties, such as the regulatory body, the applicant/licensee and the 
supplier or manufacturer, perform their tasks. Where more than one Member 
State is involved, however, it is understood that certain modifications to the 
procedures described may be necessary in accordance with national practice and 
with the relevant agreements concluded between the States and between the 
various organizations concerned.

The Codes and Guides are written in such a form as would enable a Member 
State, should it so decide, to make the contents o f such documents directly 
applicable to activities under its jurisdiction. Therefore, consistent with accepted 
practice for codes and guides, and in accordance with a proposal o f the Senior 
Advisory Group, “ shall”  and “ should”  are used to distinguish for the potential 
user between a firm requirement and a desirable option.

The task o f ensuring an adequate and safe supply o f energy for coming 
generations, and thereby contributing to their well-being and standard of life, is a 
matter o f concern to us all. It is hoped that the publication presented here, 
together with the others being produced under the aegis of the NUSS programme, 
will be of use. in this task.

STATEMENT 
by the Senior Advisory Group

The Agency’s plans for establishing Codes of Practice and Safety Guides for 
nuclear power plants have been set out in IAEA document GC(XVIII)/526/Mod.l. 
The programme, referred to as the NUSS programme, deals with radiological safety 
and is at present limited to land-based stationary plants with thermal neutron 
reactors designed for the production o f power. The present publication is brought 
out within this framework.

A Senior Advisory Group (SAG), set up by the Director General in September 
1974 to implement the programme, selected five topics to be covered by Codes of 
Practice and drew up a provisional list of subjects for Safety Guides supporting the 
five Codes. The SAG was entrusted with the task o f supervising, reviewing and 
advising on the project at all stages and approving draft documents for onward 
transmission to the Director General. One Technical Review Committee (TRC), 
composed o f experts from Member States, was created for each of the topics 
covered by the Codes of Practice.
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In accordance with the procedure outlined in the above-mentioned IAEA 
document, the Codes o f Practice and Safety Guides, which are based on docu
mentation and experience from various national systems and practices, are first 
drafted by expert working groups consisting o f two or three experts from Member 
States together with Agency staff members. They are then reviewed and revised 
by the appropriate TRC. In this undertaking use is made o f both published and 
unpublished material, such as answers to questionnaires, submitted by Member 
States.

The draft documents, as revised by the TRCs, are placed before the SAG. 
After acceptance by the SAG, English, French, Russian and Spanish versions are 
sent to Member States for comments. When' changes and additions have been 
made by the TRCs in the light of these comments, and after further review by the 
SAG, the drafts are transmitted to the Director General, who submits them, as 
and when appropriate, to the Board of Governors for approval before final 
publication.

The five Codes of Practice cover the following topics:

Governmental organization for the regulation of nuclear power plants
Safety in nuclear power plant siting
Design for safety of nuclear power plants
Safety in nuclear power plant operation
Quality assurance for safety in nuclear power plants.

These five Codes establish the objectives and minimum requirements that should 
be fulfilled to provide adequate safety in the operation of nuclear power plants.

The Safety Guides are issued to describe and make available to Member 
States acceptable methods of implementing specific parts of the relevant Codes 
o f Practice. Methods and solutions varying from those set out in these Guides 
may be acceptable, if they provide at least comparable assurance that nuclear 
power plants can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety o f the 
general public and site personnel. Although these Codes of Practice and Safety 
Guides establish an essential basis for safety, they may not be sufficient or 
entirely applicable. Other safety documents published by the Agency should be 
consulted as necessary.

In some cases, in response to particular circumstances, additional require
ments may need to be met. Moreover, there will be special aspects which have 
to be assessed by experts on a case-by-case basis.

Physical security o f fissile and radioactive materials and o f a nuclear power 
plant as a whole is mentioned where appropriate but is not treated in detail. 
Non-radiological aspects of industrial safety and environmental protection are not 
explicitly considered.
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When an appendix is included it is considered to be an integral part o f the 
document and to have the same status as that assigned to the main text o f the 
document.

On the other hand annexes, footnotes, lists o f  participants and bibliographies 
are only included to provide information or practical examples that might be help
ful to the user. Lists o f additional bibliographical material may in some cases be 
available at the Agency.

A list o f relevant definitions appears in each book.
These publications are intended for use, as appropriate, by regulatory bodies 

and others concerned in Member States. To fully comprehend their contents, it is 
essential that the other relevant Codes o f Practice and Safety Guides be taken into 
account.

NOTE

The following publications o f  the NUSS programme are referred to in the 
text o f  the present Safety Guide:

Safety Series No. 50-C-S 
Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1 
Safety Series No. 50-SG-S3 
Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1OA 
Safety Series No. 50-SG-S 11A 
Safety Series No. 50-SG-S 1 IB

The titles are given in the List o f  NUSS Programme Titles printed at the 
end o f  this Guide, together with information about their publication date. 
Instructions on how to order them will be found on the last page o f  this Guide.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. General

This Safety Guide was prepared as part o f the Agency’s programme, referred 
to as the NUSS programme, for establishing Codes o f Practice and Safety Guides 
relating to nuclear power plants. It supplements the Code of Practice on Safety 
in Nuclear Power Plant Siting (IAEA Safety Series No. 50-C-S).

This Guide presents techniques for determining the design basis flood (DBF) 
to be used for siting nuclear power plants on coastal sites and for protecting 
nuclear power plants against floods. Floods on river sites are discussed in a 
companion Safety Guide, IAEA Safety Series No. 50-SG-S10A. These Guides 
are shown in the List o f NUSS Programme Titles printed at the end of the present 
publication.

The DBF for coastal sites is the flood which a nuclear power plant is designed 
to withstand. It is the most severe among the following types o f floods:

(1) The flood resulting from the probable maximum storm surge (PMSS)
(2) The flood resulting from the probable maximum tsunami (PMT), if 

applicable
(3) The flood resulting from the probable maximum seiche (PMSE), if 

applicable
(4) The flood resulting from a reasonable combination o f severe events 

o f the type listed in items (1)—(3) above.

Wind-wave effects shall be considered independently or in combination with 
the above floods.

A conservatively high reference water level is considered for each o f these 
cases and allows, where applicable, for tides, sea level anomalies, and changes in 
lake level and flood level on rivers.

1.2. Scope

This Guide discusses the phenomena causing coastal floods (storm surge, 
seiche, tsunami and wind-wave) and gives a general description o f the methods 
used and the critical factors involved in the evaluation o f such floods and o f their 
associated effects. In addition, some treatment is presented o f the possible 
combinations o f two or more of these phenomena to produce a DBF. Methods 
are also provided for evaluating the reference water levels, taking into account 
the effects o f tides, sea level anomalies and changes in lake level and river flow.

Sites vulnerable to coastal flooding are located on open coastal regions, 
semi-enclosed bodies o f water and enclosed bodies o f water. Open coastal regions 
are those portions of land directly exposed to and having a shore on a major body

1
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of water. Semi-enclosed bodies o f water are lagoons, river estuaries, gulfs, fjords 
and rias. Enclosed bodies of water are lakes and reservoirs.

The phenomena o f the lowering of the water level at coastal sites caused 
by offshore winds, low tides, wave effects or of drawdown caused by tsunamis 
are discussed. The static and dynamic effects of floods resulting from the various 
combinations (independent and interdependent) o f surface waves o f varying 
frequency are also discussed. Consideration is also given to shoreline instabilities 
and to the effects o f erosion.

Estimated flood levels and related effects on the nuclear power plant, which 
will vary according to the method o f analysis and the type of flooding considered, 
shall be compared with available historical data where this is relevant, to check the 
conservativeness o f the evaluated results.

1.3. Extreme phenomena

For estimating the floods a reference water level shall be established, which 
in this Guide allows, as appropriate, for tides, sea level anomalies and changes in 
lake level and river flow: For the extreme flood events the reference water level 
to be considered and the combination of these events shall be selected and properly 
taken into account for evaluating the flood and the associated effects against which 
the plant has to be protected. Then the floods due to extreme events (PMSS,
PMSE or PMT) are evaluated together with wind-wave effects. In some coastal 
sites floods due to wind-waves are the dominant flooding consideration; in these 
cases care must be taken to determine the maximum wind-wave flooding.

The water-level increments resulting from the main events (surges, seiches 
and tsunamis) and wind-waves are discussed separately, as is the reference water 
level. However, the principle o f superposition does not apply here, so the various 
contributions to the total level cannot be calculated separately and summed. The 
calculation of the total level treats the effects jointly in order to take this non- 
linearity into account.

1.3.1. Methodology for determining the probable maximum event

Two basic methodologies are available for determining the probable maximum 
flood-causing event (PMSS, PMSE, PMT, together with wind-waves): one methodo
logy makes use of the knowledge of the physical model of the phenomena (deter
ministic methods) and the other is based on the analysis o f the historical data set 
of actual measured water levels in the region (stochastic methods).1 The choice 
of which methodology to use depends on the availability o f a large, complete and 
reliable set of historical data appropriate to the method and on being able to model

1 Stochastic analysis for coastal floods has been used by a Member State.
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adequately the relevant event. If sufficient information exists to permit the use 
o f both methods, the predictions should be cross-checked one against the other.

Deterministic methods make use o f models which may be empirical or may 
be based on physical relationships which describe the system. For a given input 
or a set o f initial and boundary conditions, the model will predict a single value 
or a set o f values to describe a state of the system. To obtain ‘conservative’ 
estimates, appropriate extreme or conservative values of the input parameters 
are used.

Stochastic methods are based on the statistical analysis of sequences of 
data on historical events (i.e. time series o f events) and on the separation of 
random and time-dependent components. Outliers, jumps and trends are taken 
into account in this analysis. For stochastic methods, the longer the historical 
record, the less the uncertainty in the derived values o f the parameters which 
define the distribution.

2. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
The potential for flooding is one of the site characteristics which shall be 

evaluated during the site survey.
The most suitable protection against flooding is the construction o f the plant 

at such a level that it will not be affected by floods. Therefore the preliminary 
evaluation of the flood level is extremely important when selecting a site.

At the site survey stage, in certain cases, it may be evident that there is no 
potential for flooding, e.g. because of location or elevation. In this case the 
preliminary assessment shall be sufficiently documented to demonstrate that 
either the plant will not be affected by potential flooding or that the potential 
for flooding is insignificant and has negligible effect on safety.

Where potentials for different types of flood exist it is usually not practicable 
to make detailed flood analyses at the site survey stage, and empirical and approxi
mate methods are generally used to estimate roughly the extreme floods. The 
choice of method will depend on the available data and the characteristics o f the 
region. The results o f the evaluation are compared critically with any measured 
or otherwise recorded data.

2.1. Methods for the systematic survey of the region

2.1.1. Coastal floods

For a regional analysis where the region includes a coast a preliminary study 
of the coastal floods is usually performed. At this preliminary phase o f the site
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survey the more important flood-causing events, in particular surges, tsunamis, 
seiches and waves, are identified, together with the reference level components.
If the potential for coastal floods is significant and it is decided to consider coastal 
floods during the regional analysis, then approximate methods such as the following 
may be used to identify areas affected by surges, seiches and tsunamis and the 
appropriate components o f the reference water levels:

(1) The parts o f the coast most frequently subjected to surges, tsunamis and 
severe wind-waves may be identified from maps prepared for land use 
planning and flood emergencies. Although the return time o f the events 
considered for drawing these maps is usually short (e.g. 30—50 years), 
nevertheless they can be very useful in preliminary screening.

(2) Aerial photographs and satellite imagery may also be helpful in 
identifying areas subject to floods.

(3) If detailed PMSS or PMT determinations have been made in the region, 
envelope curves may be prepared for the part o f the coast studied and 
the magnitude o f the results evaluated, taking into account the effect 
o f waves and tides. It is often useful to plot extreme surges or tsunamis 
o f known mean return time (e.g. 100, 50, 20 years) derived from histori
cal data, on.the same graph together with estimated PMSSs or PMTs.

2.1.2. Shoreline stability

A preliminary investigation shall be undertaken to determine whether a 
potential for shoreline instability exists. Shoreline erosion during the life of the 
nuclear power plant could affect items important to safety. Erosion and tidal 
current maps, aerial photographs and satellite imagery are very useful for studying 
erosion over large areas. Information on the importance o f erosion in historical 
times should be used at this stage.

2.1.3. Ice effects

For high latitudes regional information on ice conditions is usually considered 
at this preliminary stage.

2.2. Site-specific methods

For site screening at the later stages o f the site survey (screening o f potential 
or candidate sites), first the large-scale and long-term weather pattern o f the area 
is established, then a preliminary evaluation o f the important flood-causing events 
for the proposed sites is usually undertaken. Under some circumstances, informa
tion on ice conditions may be relevant, particularly for high latitudes.
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The potential for shoreline and seabed instability is usually evaluated taking 
into account the consequences of any changes, particularly structural, that might 
have taken place on the coast.

2.2.1. Regional meteorology

A study o f the meteorological extremes of the region is made to determine:

(1) The types of atmospheric disturbance which affect the region, e.g. 
extra-tropical storms, tropical storms and moving squall lines (this will 
be governed by the geographical location and topography)

(2) The seasonal frequencies o f these disturbances
(3) The range o f their intensity
(4) The range of their duration
(5) The ranges of speed and direction of their movement.

In this respect see also sub-section 3.1.2 of Safety Series No. 50-SG-S10A 
and sub-section 2.2.1.1 of Safety Series No. 50-SG-S11 A.

Conventional meteorological records are collected. When appropriate and 
available, satellite imagery may be used to supplement these conventional records.

Where the information for a certain region is incomplete or otherwise inade
quate, adjusted, long-term records o f relevant data from regions with similar 
climatic regimes may be used for assessing the main climatic characteristics of 
the region under consideration. In this case it is advisable to set up a programme 
of simultaneous observations at both the region under consideration and the region 
of origin o f the long-term records in order to compare and thereby demonstrate 
the representativeness of the data used in the preliminary investigation.

2.2.2. Extreme phenomena

2.2.2.1. Storm surges

The potential for storm surges at a site shall be assessed on the basis of 
meteorological and hydrological information; if a potential is found to exist 
a preliminary estimate o f the storm surges at the site is usually made. Case 
studies of past severe storms in the region may be used to identify the following 
characteristics o f the critical storm that would produce surges at the site with a 
sufficiently low probability o f being exceeded:

(1) Minimum central pressure and associated peripheral pressure
(2) Maximum sustained wind speed
(3) Wind fetch
(4) Duration of storm and associated winds
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(5) Direction and speed of movement of the storm
(6) The storm track and particularly the point at which the storm track 

is closest to or crosses the coast.

A preliminary estimate o f the height o f PMSS can then be made using the 
values of these parameters as an input to an empirical relationship. For instance, 
one method that may be used is based on the bathystrophic storm tide theory 
(see pages 3—103 o f Ref. [1]).

Whenever possible, these results should be compared with historical records 
of storm surges to check the suitability of the method used. A method resulting 
in a calculated extreme event lower in magnitude than any recorded one is unacceptable.

2.2.2.2. Tsunamis

For coastal sites the preliminary investigation shall include an analysis of 
historical records to determine whether there is a potential for tsunamis.

Information on tsunamis for most of the world’s oceans and some of the 
seas which are subject to tsunamis is available from a number of sources. Although 
80% of all tsunamis are estimated to occur in the Pacific Ocean, destructive events 
of this type are also experienced in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, the Medi
terranean Sea and their adjoining bodies o f water. A number of catalogues of 
tsunamis have been compiled [2, 3] and descriptions o f tsunamis reported in 
parts of the Pacific Ocean have been published [4, 5].

A tsunami catalogue and microfilms of hydrographs showing tsunamis are 
available from World Data Centre A, Tsunamis, Environmental Data Services/NOAA, 
Boulder, Colorado 80302, and from World Data Centre B, Moscow.

The existence o f a potential for offshore seismic or volcanic activity, and the 
site vulnerability to tsunamis emanating from both local and distant areas shall be 
investigated even though no waves from these areas may have been recorded in 
historical time.

If a potential for tsunamis exists a preliminary analysis shall be carried out 
with simplified methods of the type outlined in section 5 o f this Guide.

Probabilistic or simplified deterministic methods to evaluate tsunamis are 
appropriate for use at this stage. One procedure for performing this analysis is 
outlined in Ref. [6]. With information gained from the list of known and suspected 
tsunamis compiled by the International Tsunami Information Centre, Honolulu [7], 
the procedure requires the review o f all hydrographs for a specific gauge station in 
the region o f the site to see if there is evidence o f tsunami activity. Tsunami 
arrival times and the height o f the maximum tsunami wave, trough to crest, with 
tide removed, can be extracted from the records.

A plot o f the maximum tsunami waves against the mean return time may be 
used as a basis for predicting the extreme tsunami wave to be expected at the gauge 
station.
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The correlation between tsunami response at the gauge station and at the 
site is investigated by a study of the coastal features. Since the maximum tsunami 
heights on the hydrographs may differ significantly from observed runups at adja
cent shore locations, intercomparison between known flood levels at the sites and 
at the gauge stations is made whenever possible (see Ref. [8]).

2.2.3. Wave action

A preliminary estimate of the height and range of the extreme wave for a 
coastal site should be made. It is usually based on collected historical data for 
maximum wave heights along the coast, modified as necessary by the use o f data 
on the bathymetry o f the seabed facing the site (see section 6). Where historical 
wave data do not exist, waves can be estimated from wind and fetch data by 
using wave forecasting curves [ 1 ].

2.2.4. Reference water level

A preliminary estimate of a conservative reference water level to be considered 
jointly with the surge, seiche, tsunami or wave is usually made at this stage. For 
sites on the sea-coast the astronomical tide is an important component o f the 
reference water level.

2.2.4.1. Astronomical tide

A preliminary estimate o f the maximum tidal range and its annual variation 
should be made. This can be easily done with the help of local tide tables, mostly 
published by the national hydrographic institutes. When no local tide tables are 
available, adequate information can be derived from the “ Admiralty Tide Tables” , 
UK (see Ref. [9]).

2.2.5. Shoreline stability

A  preliminary investigation shall be made to determine whether a potential 
for shoreline instability exists which could affect a proposed site. Shoreline 
erosion during the life of the nuclear power plant could affect items important to 
safety.

Information is therefore collected in particular on any changes o f the shoreline 
with time which could indicate shoreline instability. Information can be collected 
by comparing air photographs taken over a period o f years and by comparing old 
and new maps. Note that sudden short-term erosion can occur from a combina
tion o f short-period waves with a storm surge.
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3. DETAILED INFORMATION

If it is established that there is a potential for flooding or serious erosion 
at a coastal site, a detailed study shall be undertaken. This section outlines the 
information which shall be collected for evaluating the DBF.

3.1. Information collection

All pertinent data, including oceanographic, hydrological, meteorological, 
topographical and seismic data, which may be useful in analysing coastal flooding 
in the region, shall be collected and critically examined for systematic and 
transcription errors. Usually the data can be obtained from appropriate govern
ment agencies (e.g. the national meteorological, hydrometeorological or hydro- 
graphic departments), and other sources such as harbour and river authorities, 
local government bodies, libraries, public institutes, prospecting, shipping and 
fishing companies, and local private companies. Any relevant studies for works 
to be built on the coast in the vicinity of the proposed nuclear power plant site 
shall be reviewed. The data collected are collated using, for example, maps of 
appropriate scale, graphs or tables. Where the existing data collection network 
in the region is inadequate, the installation o f supplementary observation stations 
should be seriously considered (see section 13).

The data may be classified as shown in sub-sections 3.1.1 — 3.1.4.

3.1.1. Oceanographic, hydrographic and topographic data

The oceanographic and hydrographic data which are to be collected when 
relevant to the region include:

Bathymetry of the water bodies, in particular detailed bathymetry o f the 
nearshore area fronting the plant site

Wave and swell observations of both normal and storm conditions

Surge and seiche data, including peak levels, hydrographs and their respective, 
dates of occurrence

Tides, estuarial and sea level anomalies

Tsunami runup and drawdown data, including peak elevations, hydrographs 
and dates o f occurrence

Sea and estuarial ice data, including types, coverage, thickness and durations

Data on nearshore currents induced by tides and wind (this information is 
necessary if shoreline erosion is critical to safety)
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Long- and short-term erosion data (from sources such as old surveys, maps, 
aerial photographs and satellite imagery).

If reliable detailed topographic and bathymetric maps are not available for 
the immediate area around the plant site, then surveys shall be performed to 
prepare such maps. Normally these maps include the shoreline area fronting the 
plant and a detailed bathymetry from the shoreline out to an adequate depth 
(usually 30 to 50 m). These bathymetric and topographic maps are matched to 
one another at the shoreline. They might also be needed for other planning 
purposes outside the scope of this Guide such as the analysis o f offshore discharges. 
Usually depth contours on the bathymetric maps are at approximately one metre 
intervals from the shoreline to about 6 m water depth and at approximately 3 m 
intervals from 6 m depth out to the 30 to 50 m contours. The intervals are approxi
mate and could vary depending on site conditions. Contours below 30 to 50 m water 
depth are usually available from existing nautical navigation charts, otherwise 
an appropriate survey is necessary.

For bathymetric surveys a base level is established. For a fixed base level, 
when not already available, a system of bench marks is arrayed and correlated with 
the national system of bench marks. Procedures for establishing permanent bench 
marks are described in the literature (see, for example, Ref. [1]).

If a fixed base level is not available, mean sea levels can be used. These may 
be obtained from the national authority or from the Permanent Service on Mean 
Sea Level, Institute o f Oceanographic Sciences, Didston Observatory, Birkenhead, 
Merseyside 437RA, United Kingdom.

Observational offshore wave and swell data may be obtainable from national 
meteorological and hydrographic services.2 Other measured wave data are avail
able for many coastal areas from various sources. Tidal data are available for 
reference points along shorelines throughout the world in published tide tables [9] 
while information on sea ice can be obtained from national sea ice services. Other 
oceanographic data can also be obtained from the analysis of aerial photographs 
and satellite imagery. Information on tsunamis may be obtained from the Inter
national Tsunami Information Centre located in Honolulu, Hawaii, USA.

3.1.2. Hydrological data

Hydrological data to be collected include:

Location and hydrological characteristics o f all relevant bodies o f water such 
as streams, rivers, natural and artificial lakes, and ground water

2 Banks o f  instrumental wave data and the addresses o f  national oceanographic data 
centres (NODCs) where such data are kept are contained in the Wave Data Directory, compiled 
by the Working Group on Surface Waves o f  ECOR [10]. In addition, the UK Marine Information 
and Advisory Service (MIAS) has been designated by the Institute o f  Oceanographic Sciences,
UK, as the NODC for waves and has a bank o f  world-wide instrumental wave data.
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Description o f the site, including topographical maps showing natural and 
artificial drainage features and any proposed changes

Tidal data and daily water levels (hydrographs) o f the bodies o f water in the 
region.

In this context see also Safety Series No. 50-SG-S10A.

3.1.3. Meteorological data

Meteorological data to be collected include:

Historical data on wind speed and direction, air pressure and air temperature 
for the region
Storm data: types of storms (such as tropical cyclones) and their frequency; 
for each severe storm — dates, location and duration o f wind speed and 
pressure at different locations, paths and areas o f the storm, extent, part of 
coastline affected by storm surges and high waves, synoptic weather charts.

In this context see also Safety Series Nos 50-SG-S3, 50-SG-S11A and 50-SG-S 1 IB.
Meteorological observations are usually available in the form of discrete 

measurements such as those o f wind, air pressure, air temperature and precipitation, 
which are made four to eight times per day at stations belonging to the World 
Meteorological Organization synoptic network. These parameters may also have 
been recorded continuously at some World Meteorological Organization sites and 
other weather stations. Meteorological data measured offshore are not available 
for most sites as they are obtained only from lightships, weather-ships and offshore 
platforms and towers. If available for the region these data are valuable and should 
be collected and used. Meteorological observations made on board merchant or 
other ships are usually not available for areas within 50 to 100 km from the coast. 
On some coasts, special meteorological stations may exist in addition to the synop
tic network and provide important data on selected variables to be collected.

3.1.4. Seismic and geological data

Seismic data to be collected, if there is a potential for tsunamis, include:

All the relevant historical data on tsunamis [11], particularly tsunamis 
at the site, at other coastal locations with topography and bathymetry 
similar to the site, and in other coastal locations where no significant 
amplification o f tsunami can be expected
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Seismic and geological data for use in determining the source characteristics 
of the most severe potential tsunami generator, both local and distant (see 
sub-section 5.3)

Topography and coastal bathymetry out to the depth necessary for an 
adequate evaluation, which may be at the edge of the continental shelf

Data related to undersea landslides and volcanic activity.

3.2. Description of the coast

In addition to the oceanographic, hydrographic, topographic, hydrological, 
meteorological, seismic and geological data discussed in sub-section 3.1, natural 
and man-induced characteristics o f the site coastal topography shall be described 
in the detail necessary for coastal flood analysis.

The bodies of water in the area which may influence floods at the site shall 
be described; they may include lakes, estuaries, rivers and bays. For lakes the 
description includes the average level and the normal range of levels, and for ocean 
or estuary sites the normal tidal ranges.

The data to be collected include in particular:

A detailed contour map of the area in the vicinity o f the site

A smaller-scale contour map to demonstrate the overall exposure and 
relationship of the site to sea or ocean

The bathymetry o f offshore areas (more detailed in the inshore — shallower 
water area)

Sediment types and erodibility characteristics o f both shoreline and nearshore 
bottom areas

Land cover

Natural coastal or offshore features or obstructions, their locations and 
descriptions, including anticipated modifications

Man-made coastal or offshore structures (existing or planned), their locations 
and descriptions and any known or anticipated effects on flooding.

Most of the above information can be conveniently presented on maps and tables.

3.3. Information related to seiches

For sites located near the coast on enclosed or semi-enclosed bodies of water 
information shall be collected for assessing the potential for seiches. Seiches 
may be produced by phenomena such as storms with high wind and pressure fields, 
or rare phenomena like excitations due to earthquakes or to landslides into water 
bodies.
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Information listed in this section will permit the preparation o f a suitable 
input for a deterministic evaluation of the seiches. Historical data on levels o f 
seiche oscillations of the water body near the site shall be collected and analysed. 
They can be used for checking the results o f a deterministic estimate of the seiche 
severity or as a basis for stochastic evaluation.

The absence of a potential for seiches deriving from landslide or seismic 
excitation cannot be established solely on the basis of historical data because 
these phenomena may not have occurred in the period o f historical record. The 
stability of the slopes of the basin perimeter and the potential for seismic excita
tion of seiches shall be investigated.

4. FLOODING BY 
STORM SURGES AND SEICHES

If as a result of the preliminary study it is established that there is a potential 
for flooding due to a seiche or to a storm surge resulting from a tropical cyclone, 
extra-tropical storm or moving squall line a PMSS or PMSE shall be evaluated. 
Where a combination o f flood-causing phenomena that includes a surge or seiche 
is to be evaluated, the surge or seiche is less than the PMSS or PMSE and is that 
severe surge or seiche which is expected not to be exceeded in a given mean return 
time (25 to 100 years).

For evaluating the PMSS either a deterministic or stochastic method can be 
used. Surges generated by tropical cyclones are usually evaluated by deterministic 
methods taking into account the more symmetrical characteristics o f the generating 
storm. Surges generated by extra-tropical storms have been evaluated mainly by 
stochastic methods since such storms are usually very extensive, asymmetrical and 
difficult to model. Deterministic methods can be used for evaluating these surges, 
but the calculations are more complicated.

In deterministic methods, first the PMSS-generating storm is determined 
(see Safety Series No.50-SG-S 1 IB). This storm is then used as input to the surge 
model (see sub-section 4.1).

In stochastic methods recorded surge data are used as basic parameters and 
subjected to stochastic analysis (see sub-section 4.3 and Appendix A).

For seiches either type o f method is applicable.
Both methods suffer from constraints which limit their applicability. For 

example, with deterministic methods it is not possible to express quantitatively 
the level of safety, and with stochastic methods there is a lack of confidence in the 
results o f the extrapolation to such low exceedance probabilities.

In addition, the application o f deterministic methods requires data for the 
region which, in some areas of the world, are not available. Similarly, the use of
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stochastic methods requires site data which may not be available. Thus the availability 
of the proper data can play an important role in the choice of method.

4.1. Deterministic evaluation of PMSS

To derive the PMSS by the deterministic method, a set of maximized hypo
thetical storms is constructed, moved to the location critical for a surge at the site 
and then used as input for an appropriate surge model. The application o f a deter
ministic method is not a unique process but is a combination of procedures of 
transposition, maximization and estimation in which the hydrologist and meteoro
logist apply their expert judgement. An outline of a procedure for the maximizing 
of parameters will be found in the following sub-sections. This is readily applicable 
to tropical cyclones but may present difficulties for extra-tropical storms.

The deterministic method for the evaluation of surges is described in the 
remainder of sub-section 4.1. The selection of the probable maximum storm to be 
used for surge evaluation is discussed, then the evaluation of surges for open coastal 
regions as well as for semi-enclosed and enclosed bodies of water is explained and 
finally the factors to be considered in the evaluation of drawdown levels are presented.

4.1.1. General considerations

In open coastal areas, the water-level rise due to a surge is usually represented 
by a single-peak surge generated by a wind storm. In an enclosed or semi-enclosed 
body o f water such as a lake or harbour a storm can cause oscillation o f the water 
surface which can result in a multi-peak surge hydrograph.3 Seiches are normally 
insignificant along open coastal areas.

PMSSs are generally evaluated by using the time-dependent mathematical 
equations o f mass and momentum conservation for flow of an incompressible 
fluid [ 1, 12]. Computer programs for analysing PMSSs are available. They 
integrate the equations over the water depth using numerical techniques.

For evaluating PMSSs for a nuclear power plant, the mathematical models 
or computer codes to be used shall be determined to be acceptable for the 
application and the region concerned. This can be done by testing the model or 
program against observed storms, preferably for the region, and demonstrating 
that it is conservatively applicable for evaluating the PMSS in the region [13].
Models and computer programs developed for tropical cyclones in the Atlantic 
(hurricanes) may be applicable to tropical cyclones in other areas [14]. Other 
models and computer programs exist for storm wind fields in extra-tropical 
regions [15—21]. Note that these models cover much larger sea areas than the 
immediate vicinity o f the site being studied, owing to the large dimension o f the 
wind field. Where the model is not directly applicable to the region or site of

3 A  multi-peak hydrograph can also occur with long-duration storms covering several tides.
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interest, a modified or new model may be used but validation is required to ensure 
that it gives conservative results.

For sites on rivers or estuaries that flow into large bodies of water the com
puted PMSS will require empirical or mathematical routing upstream to the point 
of interest. Those sites situated on large enclosed bodies of water can be analysed 
for surges by the use of one- or two-dimensional surge models. The surge/time 
relationship is usually displayed graphically.

4.1.2. Probable maximum storms

The storm generating the PMSS can be, depending on the site location and 
characteristics of the region, the probable maximum tropical cyclone (PMTC), the 
probable maximum extra-tropical storm (PMETS) or the probable maximum squall 
line. For each site the generating storm for the PMSS shall be selected on the basis 
of analysis o f the information outlined in section 3. For details on the assessment 
of the storm characteristics see Annex I and Safety Series No. 50-SG-S 1 IB. In 
computing the PMSS, a reference water level such as high tide or high lake level, of 
sufficiently low probability o f being exceeded, shall be assumed to occur coinciden
tally with the storm surge (see section 7).

The analysis consists in selecting those appropriate storm and other relevant 
parameters (e.g. maximum wind velocity, atmospheric pressure differential, bottom 
friction and wind stress coefficients), to be used as input to a one- or two- 
dimensional storm surge model which maximizes the flooding potential. All para
meters are conservatively evaluated and adequately substantiated.

4.1.3. PMTC surge derivation

The derivation of a PMSS generated by a PMTC is discussed here for open 
coastal regions, semi-enclosed bodies of water, and enclosed bodies of water.

4.1.3.1. Open coastal regions

An appropriate validated model for calculating the PMSS shall be selected. 
Experience has shown that a one-dimensional model is appropriate for most open 
coastal sites. However, if the configuration o f the coast or the structure o f the 
wind field is very irregular, a one-dimensional model may be inadequate; then 
a two-dimensional model is used that has already been accepted for this purpose 
or has been demonstrated to be conservative. The most severe combinations of 
the meteorological parameters and the critical path of the cyclone and its rate 
of movement are determined by preliminary calculations. The reduction of 
cyclone wind speed when a storm moves over land is an important phenomenon 
to be taken into account (see Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1 IB).
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It is possible that the cyclone generating the PMSS still-water level may not 
represent the critical conditions for design. Other cyclones may generate lower 
peak surges but cause longer-duration high water levels, or may produce higher 
wind speeds and waves. The wave activity associated with these cyclones could 
conceivably produce higher design water levels. Also, for sites located within a 
bay, cyclones that would generate lower peak surges on an open coast but of 
longer duration could generate higher peak surges and more severe wave conditions 
within the bay, resulting in higher design water levels. Hence, cyclones other than 
those generating the peak open-coast surge but which could produce such effects 
as those just described shall be considered.

4.1.3.2. Semi-enclosed bodies of water

For semi-enclosed bodies of water the PMSS shall be derived by using 
validated one- or two-dimensional mathematical models. The appropriate 
combination o f the PMTC parameters which produces the most severe surge at 
the site is carefully selected. For analysing cyclone storm surges in these bodies 
of water, the open-coast surge is usually evaluated first and then it is routed through 
the entrance and up the bay or river to the site. The combination o f PMTC para
meters generating the highest open-coast surge does not necessarily generate the 
highest surge at a site located in a bay or estuary, but there exists an optimized 
set o f parameters, particularly the storm direction and translational speed as 
it travels up the bay or river, that will generate the maximum surge at the site.
For evaluating the water movement in a semi-enclosed basin, a transient one
dimensional model might be appropriate to compute resonance effects for a 
narrow body of water with a single entrance, while a two-dimensional transient 
analysis is required for other shapes of water bodies. In calculating surges in a 
semi-enclosed body of water the wind-waves, the reference level including astro
nomical tides, sea level anomalies, and the appropriate bottom friction and wind 
stress coefficients are conservatively selected or evaluated.

No separate computation is required for the open-coast surge and routed 
surge if the area used in the two-dimensional model is large enough to cover the 
entire cyclone wind field, such that the water level rise at the open boundary of 
the model is negligible. Moreover, for sites located in bays with low beach berms 
and low marshes, berm overtopping and flooding is possible and open-coast surges 
with lower than maximum peaks but longer durations may generate the highest 
surge elevations at such sites. This possibility and the erosion o f beach berms 
and bay entrances which might worsen flood conditions shall be taken into 
consideration (see section 11).

The results of the PMTC surge analysis in a semi-enclosed body o f water 
usually include the calculated time histories of the associated open-coast surges, 
discharges o f water through the entrance, surge profiles up the bay or river,
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contributions o f setup due to cross winds, and, if applicable, contributions due to 
runoff and river flow.4

4.1.3.3. Enclosed bodies of water

For enclosed bodies of water the PMSS shall be derived by using validated 
one- or two-dimensional mathematical models. The critical portion o f the PMTC 
wind field is used as input for this analysis after being adjusted for any overland 
effects. Selection o f coefficients and boundary conditions for the PMTC are based 
on conservative assumptions. When one-dimensional models are used, the trans
verse or cross-wind setup or a transverse seiche component are calculated separately 
and added to the longitudinal wind setup. If the water body is sensitive to 
resonance, the transient responses are also considered separately in a one
dimensional model. If the water body is believed to be relatively insensitive 
to resonance, an analysis is performed to substantiate this. The two-dimensional 
transient mathematical models take into account the transverse components and 
resonance effects automatically.

Components of the probable maximum still-water levels are the longitudinal 
wind setup, the transverse or cross-wind setup and the reference water level. The 
reference water level upon which the computed surge or seiche is superimposed 
shall be selected to have a sufficiently low probability of being exceeded. Usually 
the 100-year recurrence monthly average high water is adopted or, if the water 
level is controlled, the maximum controlled water level is used. In determining the 
100-year high water level, the maximum values of the 12 monthly averages in each 
year for the entire period of record are obtained and these yearly maximum values 
are then used for the frequency analysis.5

4.1.4. PMETS surge derivation

Derivation of the surge generated by the PMETS is discussed here for open 
coastal regions, semi-enclosed bodies of water, and enclosed bodies o f water.

4.1.4.1. Open coastal regions

The analysis for calculating storm surge peak water levels and hydrographs 
for the PMETS is similar to that presented for the PMTC, and uses validated models. 
Some o f the computer programs for PMETS surge analysis are referenced in 
sub-section 4.1.1. Generally a two-dimensional surge model is necessary because

4
More details on appropriate techniques for PMTC storm surge analysis in semi-enclosed 

bodies o f  water will be found in Refs [22—24].
5 More details on appropriate techniques for PMTC storm surge analysis in enclosed bodies 

o f  water will be found in Refs [25, 26].
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the dimensions o f the extra-tropical storm fields are much larger and the resulting 
cross-flow surge components cannot be considered in a one-dimensional model.

4.1.4.2. Semi-enclosed bodies of water

The PMETS surge in semi-enclosed bodies of water is calculated using validated 
models. The techniques described in sub-section 4.1.3.2. are utilized for routing the 
open-coast PMETS surge (if open-coast surge is first computed) through the entrance 
and up the bay or river to the site.

4.1.4.3. Enclosed bodies of water

The PMETS surge in enclosed bodies o f water is calculated in a manner 
similar to that for the PMTC surge, using a validated model.

4.1.5. Moving squall line surge derivation

For open coastal regions, surges generated by a moving squall line are usually 
lower than the surges induced by a PMTC or a PMETS since, when the various 
parameters o f the PMTC or PMETS are adjusted for maximization, the parameters 
of the moving squall line are automatically included. However, for semi-enclosed and 
enclosed bodies of water, surges generated by a moving squall line could be more severe 
and the PMSS due to moving squall lines shall be investigated for these cases. Two- 
dimensional surge models used to determine surge levels for the PMTC and PMETS 
can be adapted for evaluating PMSS levels due to moving squall lines [27—29].

4.2. Probable maximum drawdown

A storm can also cause a lowering o f the water level, i.e. drawdown, which 
is a transient response o f a body of water to the storm. The evaluation o f the 
probable maximum drawdown shall include consideration o f the following:

Models used for open and semi-enclosed bodies of water to derive maximum 
water levels may be applicable for deriving minimum water levels. This is the 
case if the model correctly takes into account the dynamic transient terms 
in the storm surge models discussed in sub-section 4.1.3 in order to define 
an open boundary condition. A sensitivity test for changes in the location 
of the open boundary will ensure that the minimum water level is calculated.

Minimum water levels on certain semi-enclosed bodies of water can be 
evaluated as for an enclosed body o f water. This is the case when the location 
of the plant site, the water body geometry and the storm path are such that 
outflow o f water through the entrance can be safely ignored in the analysis.
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Models used for enclosed bodies of water to derive maximum water levels 
are applicable for deriving minimum water levels. Since boundary conditions 
are well defined, these models may be used to calculate both setups and 
drawdowns for the enclosed body o f water.

The minimum reference water level, including low tide, where applicable, 
and droughts for enclosed bodies o f water.

Storms with various combinations of storm radii, maximum winds, trans
lational speeds, paths and wind-field orientations are analysed; the minimum 
astronomical tide or the minimum (lake) water level is used as the reference level 
in calculating the minimum water level resulting from storm drawdown. If suffi
cient historical low water data are available, the above analysis is checked by 
means of a stochastic approach.

The results o f the analyses are usually best summarized in tables and as a 
graph, with the water level as a function of time.

4.3. Stochastic evaluation o f PMSS

The stochastic method can be applied to evaluation of the PMSS, if reliable 
surge data are available6 over a sufficiently long period of time and for an adequate 
number of gauge stations in the region (see Appendix A). Time series from several 
locations can sometimes be correlated, thus providing a basis for developing a 
synthetic time series valid over a longer interval than the time span of the local 
observations. The use o f time series from other representative hydrometric 
stations will broaden the basis o f the analysis and make it more reliable. The 
PMSS obtained with this method is the surge which has a specified low exceedance 
probability.7

By working with actual surge levels as basic parameters, the different factors 
relating to intensity, path and duration o f storms are implicitly taken into account 
if the records cover sufficiently long times. This approach has advantages, 
especially in regions subject to extra-tropical storms because these storms can be 
very extensive and complex and they are therefore difficult to model in a form 
that will yield an appropriate input for the deterministic method.

The application of stochastic methods for evaluating the probable maximum 
flood (PMF) for a river site is presented in Safety Series No. 50-SG-S10A. Their

6 The surge data must be available as still-water levels, e.g. without the influence o f  high- 
frequency waves. This is normally the case when instrumental surge data for a certain region 
are available. The associated wave action can be evaluated as described in section 6.

7 In some Member States a value o f  the order o f  10'7 per reactor-year is used as the 
acceptable limit o f  probability for an event (accidental sequence) having serious radiological 
consequences. The probability o f  occurrence o f  an event having a level o f  severity greater than 
the DBF can be taken an order o f  magnitude higher to provide the necessary target for stochastic 
methods.
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application for evaluating the PMSS at a coastal site is described in Appendix A of 
the present Guide. Some discussion of the methodology as applied in one Member 
State [30, 31 ] is given in Annex II.

Stochastic analyses usually do not give adequate information about the physi
cal validity o f the results obtained. For that reason a simplified deterministic study 
should be made to check the results of a stochastic analysis, using a physical model 
appropriate for the region [13], Such a check would consist o f two steps:

Validation of the simplified deterministic model by using actual storm 
parameters as input to the model and comparison of the results with recorded 
measurements of the surges that occurred.

Examination o f the appropriate severity and physical reality of those storm 
parameters which when used in the deterministic model give the same surge 
level as was derived from the stochastic analysis.

4.4. Seiches

When a site is located on the shore of an enclosed or semi-enclosed body of 
water, the potential for seiches shall be taken into consideration. If this potential 
exists the PMSE shall be evaluated.

Significant oscillations o f the water body can be excited by storm surges, 
wind speed variations, tsunamis, landslides into water, underwater volcanic eruptions, 
and other broadband disturbances (such as a local seismic displacement which could 
produce an extreme ‘sloshing’ o f the entire basin).

Oscillations o f the water body also arise from the continuous application of 
an excitation either to the water column at an entrance or over the water surface.
The simplest example is that of a train of long-period waves arriving at a coastal 
embayment, inducing oscillations o f similar period. When the frequency o f the 
incoming wave matches one o f the local oscillation modes, resonant amplification 
leading to large motions may occur.

The modes o f oscillation will depend solely upon the surface geometry and 
bathymetry o f the water body; the amplitudes of the oscillation will depend upon 
the magnitude of the exciting force and on friction and can be calculated, provided 
that the forcing action is properly specified (see Refs [32—34]).

If from the information collected as outlined in sub-section 3.3 a potential 
for seiches exists, the input for evaluating the PMSE shall be established.

If this potential derives from the action of the PMSS on a body of water this 
surge is the input for evaluating the PMSE.

If this potential is associated with the action of the wind or pressure field on 
a body o f water, a probable maximum storm whose parameters are maximized for 
seiche production shall be established with a procedure similar to those used for 
evaluating the input for the PMSS.
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If this potential is associated with a landslide or seismic excitation, a reasonable 
upper limit for the landslide into the water or for the seismic excitation shall be 
established with methods o f the type given in Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1.

Models and computer programs have been developed for calculating the 
PMSE in the form of amplitude o f oscillation as a function o f time at any point 
within a bay of arbitrary shape. They require as input a specification o f the overall 
geometry (bathymetry and coastal topography) and of the forcing wave system 
[35,36],

The models also require as input the time dependence of the excitation 
(tsunami wave, surge wave, wind-wave, etc.) at the open boundary or source 
location. The amplitude time history o f the seiche for the location of the plant 
can then be calculated. The calculation model selected shall be validated by 
hydraulic model studies and/or field results.

If extensive historical observations of oscillation o f the water levels o f the 
basin are available the PMSE evaluation can be based upon a stochastic processing 
of the data. This can only be done if these observations or measurements are 
available for the vicinity of the plant site and if all the forcing actions for which 
there is a potential in the basin are adequately represented in the data. The result 
of the stochastic evaluation should be verified by a simplified deterministic method.

4.5. Severe surges and seiches

Surges or seiches of a given mean return time for use in combinations of 
flooding phenomena (see section 9) may be evaluated using methodologies similar 
to those discussed for probable maximum events. For severe storm-induced surges 
or seiches the input data should be determined by the methods outlined in 
Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1 IB. For seismic-induced seiches, the input data should 
be determined by methods outlined in Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1. These severe 
events may also be evaluated directly by stochastic methods.

5. TSUNAMI FLOODING
Tsunamis are water wave trains produced by impulsive disturbances of a body 

of water caused by tectonic displacements associated with submarine earthquakes 
or volcanic eruptions, and by such displacement processes as submarine slumps 
or a landslide falling into a body of water. The severity of these waves at the 
nuclear power plant depends on the characteristics of the seabed movement, the 
location of the plant and the direction o f movement with respect to the plant, 
and the response of the nearshore waters to the tsunami waves. Depending on 
the location, the site might be subjected to damaging waves.
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Tsunami-generating events and the initial coupling of the events to the water 
are not well documented in the literature and there is still much research work to 
be performed. Therefore sites that are not severely affected by tsunamis are 
preferred. However, if a nuclear power plant is to be located in an area which 
could be subjected to tsunamis, a conservative analysis o f the potential effects 
produced by tsunamis shall be performed and the plant shall be designed for a 
DBF based on consideration o f a PMT. In certain cases also a severe tsunami 
having a given mean return time is considered in the combination of events for 
evaluating the DBF. The PMT assessment shall be o f a sufficiently conservative 
nature to ensure that the plant will be adequately protected against all potential 
tsunami effects.

In this document only tsunamis generated by earthquakes will be discussed 
in detail. Tsunamis generated by other causes shall be evaluated with a similar 
approach.

5.1. Tsunami sources

Tsunamis can be generated either from distant or local seismotectonic activity.
A distantly generated tsunami is produced by a source far enough from the 

nuclear power plant for the tsunami waves to be propagated across long expanses 
of deep ocean before crossing the continental shelf region fronting the site. The 
shorter-period waves are damped out during this propagation. For locally generated 
tsunamis the waves originate in the continental shelf region fronting the site or not 
too far beyond its edge. For this case it becomes important to treat the full spec
trum of the generated tsunami waves in their propagation to the site. If there is 
any doubt it is prudent to assume that the tsunami is local in origin.

The potential for tsunami-generating events (both distant and local) shall be 
determined using the results o f geological, tectonic, and seismic investigations, and 
an analysis of historical data. If the potential exists, the PMT generated from the 
worst case o f either a specified distant or local geoseismic activity shall be deter
mined. The analysis of the PMT effects at a nuclear power plant site should be 
based on the estimation o f water motions that would develop from postulated 
seabed displacements. The resulting wave train system or water motions are 
assessed for the purpose o f determining the nearshore and onshore effects. In 
evaluating tsunami runup and drawdown at the shoreline, effects o f local offshore 
and coastal topography shall be considered.

In many parts of the world reliable historical data are not comprehensive 
enough for developing a stochastic method. The analysis o f such seabed displace
ments is discussed in sub-section 5.2.

If available, historical information such as tide gauge records and observed 
reports of tsunamis shall be used for assessing the validity o f the computational 
methods used for determining the nearshore effects o f tsunamis. Justification of
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the analytical methods presented for determining the PMTs should be supported 
as much as possible by evidence of satisfactory agreement with observed data, but 
in any case the results shall be demonstrated to be conservative.

5.2. Seabed movement

Any abrupt offshore disturbance (namely seabed movement) o f sufficient 
magnitude can produce a tsunami wave system. Tectonic displacements associated 
with submarine earthquakes are the most frequent and most important generators 
of tsunamis. Both distant and local sources are relevant for the assessment. A 
tsunami can also be generated by a volcanic eruption, submarine slump or by a 
landslide falling into a body of water. These latter tsunami generators are especially 
important if the site is located in or near a fjord or bay.

The primary input in modelling the generation o f a tsunami is the initiating 
seabed movement. This movement is extremely complex and with the present 
state of technology cannot be precisely specified. However, simplified models 
of the seabed movement have been used to calculate the generated wave [ 1 ]. In 
these models, the seabed movements are given as a function of the earthquake 
magnitude, focal depth, epicentre location, and type of fault.

A maximum earthquake potential should be evaluated with the same or 
similar methods as described for the type S2 earthquake in Safety Series 
No. 50-SG-S1. This earthquake shall be postulated to occur along the potential 
tsunamigenic tectonic structures and in the seismotectonic province where it 
would produce the worst tsunami at the site.

The following data are required for adequately defining the seabed motion 
and resulting water surface elevation:

Earthquake magnitude
Maximum vertical ground displacement
Source length and width
Source orientation and shape
Length of fault rupture and epicentre location
Decay o f displacement with distance from fault.

Some o f these data may be obtained from the investigations used to evaluate 
the S2 or SI earthquakes as discussed in Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1. A conserva
tive determination o f these data should be made using the results o f geological, 
tectonic, and seismic investigations along with the analysis of historical records.
(See Annex III for additional details on the determination of these characteristics.)

5.3. Initial form of water surface displacement

Determination o f the corresponding water surface elevation created by the 
seabed upheaval is an extremely complicated hydrodynamic problem. Therefore,
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to evaluate the PMT and the severe tsunami (see sub-section 5.9 and Ref. [37]) 
an initial wave form of a shape that could reasonably be expected to result from the 
seabed displacement is postulated. After the initial water surface disturbance, 
gravity strongly influences the subsequent water surface behaviour. Some forcing 
of the water surface as a result o f transient displacements o f the seabed might also 
occur. The hydrodynamic equations of motion and continuity can be used here 
with the excitation from transient vertical earth movements represented as an 
equivalent pressure anomaly acting on the water surface to obtain the consequent 
water motion. These equations are similar to the dynamic equations governing a 
mechanical oscillating system. Their solution is the superposition of a system of 
free oscillations over a system of forced oscillations. The system of the free 
oscillations will dominate the total solution, since the periods of free oscillations are 
much longer than the periods o f the forcing transient earth vibrations.

5.4. Distant tsunamis

In most instances, the propagation o f a wave system resulting from a distantly 
generated tsunami can be treated in a simplified manner. Short-period tsunami 
waves are more easily damped by friction and breaking; therefore, only longer- 
period front-running waves are of concern at a coastal site located at a great 
distance from the generating source.

5.4.1. Wave system

The two-dimensional, linear, long-wave equations may be used to describe 
the wave system developing from a given ground motion. A number of numerical 
models are available, such as that presented in Ref. [38]. When possible, the 
methodology or model used to calculate the tsunami wave system should be 
validated by using as input the data from a documented tsunami event and then 
comparing the calculated wave system with the measured wave system. If data 
for such an event in the region of interest are not available, other data for similar 
seismic sources in a similar oceanic environment might be used, but only with 
caution.

5.4.2. Trans-ocean propagation

When evaluating the propagation of a distantly generated tsunami an appro
priate and validated model is used (see section III.2 o f Annex III). During propa
gation, waves are modified by the effects of refraction, shoaling and diffraction. 
Frequency dispersion may also be important. Methods are available for the 
reliable computation of wave propagation effects across an ocean to a distant 
continental shelf [ 1 ]: such calculations make allowance for the effect of the 
curvature of the earth.
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5.5. Local tsunamis

If there is a potential for locally generated tsunamis, the wave system and 
local wave propagation shall be evaluated.

Determination o f the wave system and propagation of a locally generated 
tsunami cannot be simplified in the same manner as a distantly generated tsunami. 
The long-wave approximation is invalid because the short-period waves are 
important near the generating source. Any simplifying assumptions made for 
evaluating locally generated tsunamis should be carefully and critically examined 
and only used if they are demonstrated to provide conservative results.

5.5.1. Wave system

The wave system in the near-field region of the tsunami-generating event 
is extremely complex. The range of wave periods that could be significant at the 
site because of nearness to the source, the type of generating process, and relevant 
propagating factors are taken into consideration in the analysis*

The frequency and amplitude dispersion for conditions where the waves 
of concern have lengths greater than the local water depth at the generating 
source can be determined by the modified Boussinesq equations [39].

When the site o f the plant is so near to the source that high-frequency wave 
attenuation would not be significant, waves of all lengths are to be considered.
A near-field computation scheme, predicated on dispersive theory, has been 
developed [40] on the basis of Peregrine’s theory [39], which is valid for moderate 
to long waves. When the amplitude-to-depth ratios are large, or a significant portion 
of the energy is contained in the high-frequency components o f ground motion, an 
extension o f Peregrine’s theory is required.

A conservative method is available for evaluating very short waves [ 1 ]. Since 
this method is, however, less rigorous, engineering judgement should be exercised, 
and a thorough discussion provided to ensure that the assumptions and results are 
valid.

5.5.2. Local propagation

Locally generated tsunami waves may propagate from their generating source 
to the nearshore area o f a nuclear power plant site; hence, the wave propagation 
phenomena discussed in section III.2 of Annex III (refraction, reflection, shoaling 
and diffraction) become important. Numerical and analytical techniques similar 
to those discussed in section III.3 o f Annex III are applied to determine modifica
tion to locally generated tsunamis from wave propagation phenomena when the 
phenomena are demonstrated to be significant. Any o f the above effects may be 
neglected in the analysis only after a thorough investigation shows the effects to 
be insignificant.
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5.6. Nearshore modification

As it nears the shoreline, a tsunami undergoes transformations that can 
introduce large and very complex local effects [41 ]. A study of the records of 
coastal and open sea tides suggests that important tsunami waves are transmitted 
with little energy loss across the continental shelf boundary. In addition, these 
waves are weakly dispersed in shallow water on the shelves, and scattered as a 
result of the irregularities o f the coastline. When tsunami waves approach a coastal 
region where the water depth decreases rapidly, wave refraction, shoaling, and 
local bay or harbour resonance might result in significantly increased wave ampli
tudes. The large periods and wave lengths o f tsunami waves preclude their dissi
pating energy as breaking surf. Instead, they are apt to appear as bores or just 
rapidly rising water levels. Appropriate conservative methods are used for 
evaluating the first few principal waves arriving at the continental slopes up to 
the point o f first reflection at the shore. (Details on available methods are given 
in section III.3 o f Annex III.)

5.7. Runup

As the tsunami waves reach the shoreline or coastal features under considera
tion, they will experience shoaling, steepening and possibly breaking. Whether or 
not the wave breaks, the energy contained in each wave is expended by reflection, 
dissipation or transmission. The primary result on a beach is runup, which is the 
vertical height above still-water level that the rush of water reaches. This will 
depend on the geometry and roughness of the structure or beach, the water depth 
and slope fronting the structure or beach, and the incident wave characteristics.
A number o f approximate theories and empirical relationships exist from which 
runup can be estimated given the offshore wave characteristics; solutions are 
discussed in sub-sections 5.7.1 and 5.7.2. Caution is necessary to ensure that 
the selected method is applied within its range of validity in terms o f offshore 
wave characteristics and beach slopes.

5.7.1. Runup on a regular coast

In estimating runup on simple, relatively straight beaches, the important 
parameters are water depth, beach slope, deep-water wave height, and wave period. 
Depending on the relative values and ranges of these parameters, a number of 
models and methods are available to determine the extent of runup on beaches 
and coastal features. Various references that may be consulted in the analysis 
of runup on regular beaches are summarized in Ref. [42] and more information 
is given in Ref. [1].
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Nearshore Offshore
Deepwater wave generation and transform ation

FIG .l. Scheme o f  offshore areas in which wave analysis is performed.

For non-breaking-wave conditions, runup can be estimated using the linearized 
long-wave equation. Analytical solutions can be obtained where the beach slope 
is constant; simple harmonic wave systems have been used [43, 44]. Extension 
to other wave forms can be made by superposition. In any case, the model used 
should be demonstrated to be appropriate for the particular application.

5. 7.2. Runup on an irregular coast

For an irregular coast, the effects o f shoreline reflections can lead to wave 
trapping and resonance within bays which, since they can become very significant, 
shall be taken into account. Large bays and harbours will have resonant periods 
of several tens of minutes which can coincide with a peak in the tsunami spectrum. 
In this case, the increase in wave height by resonance is estimated, and this modified 
height used as input to the runup calculations. A number of numerical models 
suitable for long waves have been developed for this evaluation (see section III.3.3 
of Annex III).

5.8. Drawdown

Since tsunamis are water level oscillations, a drawdown at the shoreline occurs 
as well as a runup, and the vertical displacement of the water level is nearly the 
same for both. The runup data for most large tsunamis are obtained indirectly 
and there is very little information available on drawdown. Some data have been 
obtained from the tide gauge records but these are limited and not very accurate.
It is therefore usual to assume that the probable maximum tsunami drawdown 
is equal to the maximum runup. The overall low-water level and duration shall 
be estimated by combining tsunami drawdown with the low astronomical tide.
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5.9. Severe tsunamis

If a tsunami of a given mean return time is to be included in a combination 
of flooding phenomena (see section 9), the methodology suggested for the SI 
earthquake in Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1 should be used for evaluating the 
generating seismic event. For the other steps in the evaluation the methods 
of the present section (namely section 5) can be applied.

6. WAVE EFFECTS

6.1. Introduction

Wind-generated water-waves (surface gravity waves) shall be taken into 
consideration in the flood analysis of coastal sites. The discussion of wave effects 
is concentrated in the present section. It is necessary to perform the calculations 
of extreme events (such as surges, seiches or tsunamis) and the associated wind- 
waves together since the results are non-linear and it is not appropriate to evaluate 
the partial effects separately and add them up to obtain the maximum flood level.

6.2. General points concerning methodology

To determine the wave effects, first the generating wind field is selected. The 
deep-water, transition and shallow-water waves (Fig.l) produced by this wind field 
are then evaluated. Finally the nearshore wave spectrum and its upper limit 
affecting each structure important to safety are established. Spectra of wave 
heights and periods will o f course be generated by the wind; the maxima o f both 
height and period will vary depending on the wind’s speed, duration, direction 
and fetch over which it blows, and in shallow water on the water depth. These 
parameters are constantly changing during the movement of the storm. In the 
following, the evaluation o f two important waves of a wave spectrum is discussed, 
the significant wave height (Hs) and the one-percent wave height f^ .8 A depth 
profile extending offshore is illustrated in Fig.l, which shows some o f the main 
steps o f the wave evaluations.

In determining wave effects the following are studied:

The wind field generating the waves
The offshore wave generation

8 is considered a reasonable maximum wave height for use in flood analysis by some 
Member States.
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The offshore wave transformation
The nearshore wave spectrum
The nearshore water-level increase generated by waves
Setup, swell and local storm effects.

The first step consists in selecting the wind field generating the waves. If the 
main event of the combination is a surge the wind-wave is a dependent component 
of the combination and the wind field is derived from an adaptation o f the storm 
generating the surge. If the main event is not generated by a storm such as in the 
case of a tsunami, then the wind-wave component o f the combination is independent 
and the wind field having a few years’ return time is usually selected.

For some coastal locations the wind-wave effects are the dominant flooding 
consideration. When this is so, special care must be taken in selecting the appro
priate storm input characteristics to obtain the maximum effects at the nuclear 
power plant. Under this condition a lower-than-maximum storm surge might 
result; however, the overall flooding would be maximized [45].

The next step is the determination o f the deep-water waves (note that such 
waves are little affected by the ocean bottom). Depending on the bathymetry of 
the offshore seabed the deep-water wave generation and its transformation in 
shallow water and nearshore are then considered taking into account such effects 
as friction, shoaling, refraction, diffraction, reflection, breaking and regeneration 
(see Annex IV). At this point, nearshore waves are determined by considering the 
time histories o f the significant and one-percent waves transformed to the nearshore 
together with the envelope of the highest possible unbroken waves. From these 
data the wave spectra are determined and the effects near the site can be analysed. 
This analysis consists in evaluating the local wave modifications that result from:

effects of friction, etc., as discussed in sub-section 6.5 and in Annex IV

additional effects caused by wave transmission, runup and overtopping.

The nearshore wave-generated increase in the water level, additional to the 
storm surge discussed in section 4, shall be assessed. This increase is due to:

Wave setup

Swells, i.e. wind-generated waves that have travelled
out o f their generation area

Local storm effects.

6.3. Wind field

To evaluate offshore waves, first the wind field generating the waves is selected. 
If the wave is to be considered jointly with a surge, a type o f storm similar to the 
one generating the surge can be considered to establish the wind field (see section 4,
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particularly 4.1.3.1). In this case, to establish the critical wind field, wind vectors 
along the critical fetches are calculated for various times during the movement of 
the storm in the proximity of the site. These are derived from the storm wind field 
as defined in sub-section 4.1 for the deterministic approach to surge evaluation 
and discussed in the next paragraph for the stochastic approach. Profiles of the 
wind component along the fetch are plotted using time variations of average wind 
vectors over the fetch lengths. These winds along with the average water depths for 
shallow and transition water wave generation are used as input in the calculation of 
offshore waves. Then the significant wave heights and periods are plotted, taking 
into account the phase shift in time to allow for the generation and travel o f these 
waves over the fetch lengths.

When storm surges have been generated using a stochastic approach as dis
cussed in sub-section 4.3, those storm parameters are selected (pressure field, wind 
field, speed, direction and path) which could have generated the surge determined 
by the stochastic approach in order to use consistent storm parameters for the 
generation o f waves. If the wave effects are to be considered jointly with a tsunami, 
the wind field having a few years’ return time can be used as input for these severe 
wind-waves. The value o f the wind speed can be evaluated with one extreme 
analysis method as described in Safety Series No. 50-SG-S11 A. The fetch and the 
appropriate orientation can be assessed by studying the regional meteorology and 
the characteristics o f the storm which can be associated with the evaluated wind 
speed.

6.4. Offshore wave generation

From the selected wind field the deep-water, transition and shallow-water 
waves shall be evaluated. Various methods may be used for this.

One acceptable method for deriving the significant wave and the one-percent 
wave is known as the SMB (Sverdrup, Munk, Bretschneider) forecasting technique, 
which is discussed in Ref. [ 1 ]. The method, in which the wind is assumed to be 
unidirectional, is based on semi-empirical relationships and uses as input the fetch,, 
wind speed and wind duration, and for shallow-water waves also the water depth.

The generation o f waves from a slowly moving tropical cyclone (hurricane) 
can be evaluated with a. methodology developed by Bretschneider [ 1 ]. The 
method uses as input the radius o f maximum winds, the hurricane pressure 
differential, the forward speed o f the storm, and the maximum sustained wind 
velocity, to calculate the deep-water significant wave heights and periods at the 
point o f maximum wind. Another acceptable method is based on the use of a 
wave spectrum model of the PNJ (Pierson, Neumann, James) type (see Ref. [ 1 ]). 
One such model is the JONSWAP/Hasselman wave spectrum model (see 
Refs [46, 47]).
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The waves generated directly by the action o f the wind on transition and 
shallow water are also evaluated independently from deep-water waves. In fact, 
after deep-water waves have travelled into shallow water, they dissipate part of 
their energy (see sub-section 6.5), and might be reduced to such a height as not 
to represent the critical wave at the site. Therefore, on the basis of an appropriate 
critical fetch alignment to the nuclear power plant site, both deep-water and 
shallow-water waves are evaluated.

Available historical data on extreme waves (observed, hindcasted and/or 
measured) for the region shall be reviewed to verify the results of the analysis 
of offshore waves and nearshore waves.

6.5. Offshore wave transformation

As the significant and the one-percent offshore waves are generated and 
propagated to the nearshore area o f the plant site they will undergo dissipation 
and modification effects owing to the changing water depths, interference from 
islands and structures, etc., and additional energy input from the wind. The 
transformation and propagation of these offshore waves to the nearshore area 
shall be evaluated.

In particular, the phenomena relevant for this evaluation include, as 
mentioned in sub-section 6.2, friction, shoaling, refraction, diffraction, reflection, 
breaking, and regeneration. More details are presented in section IV. 1 o f Annex IV.

6.6. Nearshore waves

The nearshore waves critical for the design of the plant are identified 
by comparing the histories of various heights of incident deep-water, 
transition and shallow-water waves, and limiting breaking waves, taking 
into account the storm surge still-water hydrograph. An appropriate range 
of still-water levels shall be considered when selecting design wave conditions. In 
fact the maximum water level and the maximum wave height can occur at separate 
times. The arrival time o f the waves is a function o f the wind profile over the 
fetch, the wave group-velocity, and the forward speed of the storm. It is important, 
therefore, to determine the time history o f the limiting maximum wave heights 
before the waves break from the effect o f reduced water depth.

A plot representing the time histories o f the Hs and related periods Ts, the 
H ,, and the maximum still-water levels needs to be prepared for the conditions 
existing nearshore by the site (see Fig.2).9 A time history o f the limiting breaking

9 For deep-water waves it may be assumed that Hj =  1.67 Hs (see Ref. [1]). For 
transition and shallow-water waves, if it can be justified, a coefficient less than 1.67 may be used 
for the selection o f  H j .
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FIG.2. Storm surge still-water level, wave period, and wave height, versus time.

= Limiting breaking wave height 
Hi =  One-percent wave height in shallow, transition or deep water 
^  =  Significant wave height in shallow, transition or deep water 
Ts =  Period o f  significant wave height

Envelope o f  the highest potential design wave heights.

wave height Hb is also plotted. The design nearshore wave height envelope derived 
from the critical wave heights expressed as a function of time is prepared (see 
Fig.2). This envelope will be limited by the time history of the incident wave 
(shallow, transition or deep), but in no case can it be higher than Hb. Potential 
changes in bathymetry due to wave actions are investigated because o f their 
influence on waves.

6.7. Local wave modifications

For each structure important to safety which is potentially exposed to 
coastal water action, the design wave characteristics shall be evaluated from the 
selected nearshore waves, taking into account the propagation o f these waves to 
the base o f the structure. This evaluation consists of:

(a) Selection of an appropriate spectrum of incident waves and its upper 
limit (wave height, period and approach direction) corresponding to
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the various times during the approach and passage o f the storm. In 
calculating the maximum wave periods a value of 1.2 times the signifi
cant wave period is usually used while for calculation o f the minimum 
wave period the limitation of wave steepness in shallow water is appro
priate [ 1, 48]. The significant wave period may be taken to be approxi
mately the same as the average wave period.

(b) Evaluation o f any additional increase in the computed storm surge 
still-water level from such effects as wave setup, swells and local storm 
effects. These effects can modify the nearshore design wave characteristics 
and resulting flood levels against structures important to safety (see 
section IV.2 of Annex IV).

(c) Evaluation of any local wave modifications resulting from the continuing 
influence of those offshore wave transformation effects discussed in sub
section 6.5 and Annex IV, if applicable, and evaluation o f local wave 
modifications from such effects as wave transmission, runup and over
topping including wave spray (see section IV.3 of Annex IV).

7. REFERENCE WATER LEVEL
A reference water level shall be established for each flooding event or for 

each combination of flooding events. Some of the phenomena to be studied for 
establishing these levels are:

The astronomical tide
The sea level anomaly
The change in level in enclosed bodies o f water such as lakes and reservoirs
The change in level due to the river flow.

The calculation of the reference water level to be used for drawdown is not 
discussed in detail here but can be estimated in a way similar to that presented in 
this section.

7.1. Astronomical tides

The tidal range can differ greatly from place to place.10 Harmonic analysis, 
in which the tidal oscillations are separated into harmonic components, is frequently 
used in the calculation o f tides. Harmonic constants for the prediction of tides 
at gauge stations near the selected site may be obtained from the national authorities,

10 Detailed information on tidal movements and their prediction can be found in 
Refs [49, 50],
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e.g. the national hydrographic service or from the International Hydrographic 
Bureau in the Principality o f Monaco.

In general, tidal movements can be evaluated directly using local tide tables, 
or with the help o f the “ Admiralty Tide Tables”  published by the Hydrographer 
of the Navy (United Kingdom). National hydrographic institutes use detailed water 
level data or harmonic constants to work out tide predictions.

In computing the PMSS on the open coast, a high tide with sufficiently low 
probability to be exceeded11 is considered to occur coincidentally with the 
probable maximum flooding event. This tide can be determined from recorded 
tides or from predicted astronomical tide tables. The value of the probability is 
selected taking into account the different contributions of the tide to the water 
level at different values o f probability.

Considerations of the tides to be assumed coincidentally with the various flood 
events are presented in section 9.3 and Annex V.

Special consideration is given to the changes in level and to bores, which 
occur in some estuaries when the tide is changing.

7.2. Sea level anomaly

Sea level anomalies are departures of the water surface elevation from 
predicted astronomical tides. They can be estimated by comparing long-term 
recorded and predicted astronomical tides or by an analysis of changes in the 
mean sea level.

In determining the PMSS a sea level anomaly is taken into consideration 
if the selected representative high tide is based only on predicted tide levels.

When the selected representative high tide is based on recorded tides the 
sea level anomaly is taken into account only when systematic changes in tide 
levels are found. If long-term recorded tidal data show consistently decreasing 
or increasing average higher or lower levels than that for the predicted astronomical 
tides, the change in tide can be considered as the sea level anomaly and a predic
tion for the lifetime o f the nuclear power plant is added to the selected repre
sentative high tide for use in determining the design values.

7.3. Level in enclosed bodies of water

The reference water level in an enclosed body o f water which is not controlled 
by man can be taken as the mean value o f all water level data in a certain time

11 Member States have varying criteria, such as:
The 10% exceedance high tide, namely the high tide which is equalled or exceeded by 10% o f 
the maximum monthly astronomical tides over a continuous 21-year period;
The mean annual spring tide;
The highest astronomical tide in a 19-year period.
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period. Surge and seiche effects only cause changes in the transient water level 
and do not significantly change the mean level. The reference water level upon 
which the computed PMSS or PMSE is superimposed shall be selected such that 
the probability that it is exceeded during the lifetime of the plant is sufficiently 
low.12

7.4. Level in river flow

When sites are located along semi-enclosed bodies o f water, such as river 
estuaries, the reference water level can depend on astronomical tides in combina
tion with the river flow. In regions where extreme floods arise mainly from 
oceanographic causes it is only necessary to choose an appropriate value for river 
flow (not to be exceeded in tens of years); this is considered with the appropriate 
combination o f probable maximum surge, tsunami, wind-wave and tide to derive 
the DBF.

In other cases, where the river flood is more important, as in the following 
example, the solution adopted shall be appropriate to the particular case:

(a) In the transition zone between an oceanic regime and a river regime, 
where extreme levels can be caused by both oceanographic phenomena 
and river flow, and

(b) When the drainage area of the river is located in a tropical cyclone area 
such that the PMTC not only causes a surge but can also cause a PMF 
on the river. This offers the possibility o f a coincidence o f both the 
PMF due to precipitation and the PMSS on the coast.

8. ICE EFFECTS
Flooding can be caused by ice jams in rivers, estuaries, canals and streams.

An ice jam can result from the compacting o f locally formed ice by wind, by 
water currents or by the drifting o f sea ice into an estuary or river. Where a 
proposed site is near an estuary or river, historical records should be analysed to 
ensure that structures and systems important to safety cannot be adversely 
affected by the presence of ice (including sea ice) and to provide data for assessing 
the PMF. The following need to be considered:

12 In some Member States the 100-year recurrence monthly average high water is adopted 
or, if the water level is controlled, the maximum controlled water level. In determining the 
100-year high water, the maximum value o f  the 12 monthly averages in each year for the entire 
period o f  record is obtained and these yearly maximum values are then used for the frequency 
analysis.
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(1) Water backup caused by ice cover and ice jams
(2) Forces on dams, intake structures, gates and control equipment due 

to ice
(3) Blocking o f intake screens, pumps, valves and control equipment by ice
(4) Ice ridging on enclosed bodies o f water
(5) Jamming caused by slides of ice and snow
(6) Waves or seiches caused by slides of ice and snow.

In addition to blocking intakes and affecting flood levels, ice can exert 
dynamic and static forces on structures. Records have to be examined to establish 
potential ice thickness, concentration, frequency and duration of ice buildup and 
normal and extreme periods of the ice season. These data are used to make a 
conservative estimate of a probable maximum ice thickness. Structures shall be 
designed to be capable o f sustaining the probable maximum ice loading.

9. COMBINED FLOODING EVENTS

9.1. Introduction

For evaluating combined flooding events on coastal sites distinction may 
be made between:

(a) extreme events (such as surges, seiches or tsunamis)
(b) wind-waves related or unrelated to the extreme events
(c) reference water levels.

Appropriate combinations of extreme events with wind-waves and reference 
water levels shall be taken into consideration.

9.2. Criteria for selecting combinations of events

The DBF at a given site may not result from the occurrence o f one extreme 
event but from the simultaneous occurrence of more than one severe event each 
of which in itself is less than the extreme event. In any combination o f flood- 
causing events, the distinction between dependent and independent events is not 
sharp. Sequential meteorological events, for example, are only partially and not 
always even partially dependent. In contrast, seismic and wind events are clearly 
independent.

At present the technology is not available for assessing the precise numerical 
probabilities that a given level of severity o f an effect is exceeded in each separate
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event or by a combination of events. However, conservative values can be 
estimated of:

(a) the probability that a given level of severity of an effect is exceeded for 
each separate event

(b) the likelihood that separate severe events may occur together in a 
combination of events

so that reasonable values of the probabilities that a certain level of severity of an 
effect is exceeded in the combination can be estimated. In this way, the combina
tions o f events causing flood effects against which the nuclear power plant has to 
be protected can then be identified.

The events to be combined are selected appropriately taking into account 
not only the resultant probability but also the relative effect of each secondary 
event on the resultant severity of the flood.

To conclude: in addition to the extreme flood events, combinations of 
severe flood events shall be considered; the appropriate combinations of events 
to be developed will depend on the characteristics of the site. If the consequences 
of these combinations are significant and the combined probability o f the results 
is not very low they shall be taken into account. Considerable engineering judge
ment is necessary in selecting the appropriate combinations (see Annex V for 
examples).

9.3. Application of the criteria

For coastal sites the flood events to be considered usually include:

the PMSS, or 
the PMSE, or 
the PMT, or
a combination of severe surge, seiche, or tsunami.

Appropriate high reference water level has to be considered in each case.
An acceptable value for the limiting annual exceedance probability is usually 

established for the combinations o f extreme events, wave effects and reference 
water levels that are to be taken into account in deriving coastal DBFs for a nuclear 
power plant (see Footnote 7). Certain combinations of events can be excluded 
from consideration if:

the postulated combination does not produce a combined load on some 
part of the plant

the combined probability is equal to or less than the established probability 
value

the combination is not physically possible.
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In practice, where appropriate for the site, the following flood events and 
reference water levels are considered for the combinations:

(a) Severe events: storm surge; seiches; tsunamis
(b) Wind-waves
(c) Reference water levels including tides, sea level anomalies, change in 

levels in tidal rivers and enclosed bodies o f water.

Wind-wave activity is associated with all the flood events. In a surge or a 
seiche the wind-waves are a dependent event and the waves generated by the same 
storm which is producing the surge are considered. In some coastal regions wind
generated waves might constitute the major flood event and the associated surge 
component may be o f less importance. In these cases, special care has to be 
exercised in the assessment o f wind-wave effects and in the selection of appropriate 
combinations of flood-causing events. With a tsunami, wind-waves are an indepen
dent event and the coincidental occurrence o f severe wind-waves is considered. 
These are usually the wind-waves which have a return time o f a few years.

In all cases only those combinations o f flood events which are related to the 
specific nuclear power plant site need to be used. There shall be a full examination 
of the suitability o f the proposed combination for the region under consideration 
before adopting it for the DBF determination.

A seiche may be excited by such causes as barometric pressure fluctuations, 
storm surges, wind speed variations and random wave background. Thus excitation 
of seiches may depend on other flood-causing events discussed in this Guide. This 
fact should be taken into account when selecting the appropriate combinations for 
a site where seiches can be important. Possible combinations o f flood-causing 
events are given in Annex V.

The potential for shoreline instability (see section 11) and ice effects (see 
section 8) shall be evaluated and if their occurrences affect the flood at the site 
then they shall be combined with other primary flood-causing events.

10. DESIGN BASIS FOR THE FLOOD

The input to the designer for the protection o f the nuclear power plant 
includes the flood level and the wave forces.

10.1. Flood level

From the appropriate combination o f flood-causing events the design water 
level shall be evaluated for the protection of structures, systems and components 
important to safety with the methodology presented in previous sections.
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10.2. Wave forces

The hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loadings on structures important to 
safety shall be stated. The nature and breaking mechanism of the waves for the 
given site conditions and for the whole range of water elevations expected are 
identified, taking into account the types o f structure and the type of wave action. 
Both horizontal and vertical (uplift) forces shall be calculated by accepted methods. 
When important results o f analytical methods are questionable, physical model 
studies are usually performed to estimate these forces. Since it is possible that 
the maximum loading conditions occur at a time other than that o f maximum 
flooding, the loading conditions shall be determined for a sufficient time span 
during site flooding to ensure that the maximum loading conditions have been 
obtained.

For the storm surge, the surge and wind-waves are interdependent and their 
forces can be adequately taken into account. For tsunamis, the tsunami wave 
and wind-generated waves are independent, and to estimate the combined effects 
on structures is a very complex matter (see sub-section 10.2.2).

10.2.1. Wind-waves

The selection of the design wave for structural stability depends on whether 
the structure is subjected to the attack of non-breaking, breaking or broken waves. 
For rigid structures the design wave is generally based on the one-percent wave.
For semi-rigid structures the design wave should range between the one-percent 
wave and the significant wave, and for flexible structures it can be the significant 
wave. However, items important to safety shall be capable of performing their 
design functions during the occurrence of the one-percent wave.

Forces due to non-breaking waves are primarily hydrostatic and the Sainflou 
or Miche-Rundgren methods o f wave force calculation may be used [ 1 ]. Broken 
and breaking waves generate additional forces from the dynamic and impact effects 
of turbulent water and the compression of entrapped air pockets. Minikin’s 
method may be used for forces due to breaking waves while forces due to broken 
waves are a combination o f hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces, which may be 
handled by a simplified method combining hydrostatic and hydrodynamic 
methods [1].

10.2.2. Tsunami wave forces

The three forms of tsunami waves to be considered in estimating their forces 
against structures are:

(a) Non-breaking waves (the tsunami acts as a rapid-rising tide)
(b) Waves breaking far from the shoreline (tsunami waves become fully 

developed bores before reaching the shoreline)
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(c) Waves breaking near the shoreline (tsunami waves act as partially 
developed bores which are not uniform in height).

To estimate the tsunami wave forces on structures the reader is referred to Ref.[37],

11. SHORELINE STABILITY
Shoreline stability is an important factor in determining the acceptability 

of a site. The shoreline stability near the site together with effects o f the nuclear 
power plant on this stability shall be investigated.

Early in the siting process the investigations include collection and analysis 
of all available historical data on the local shoreline stability (see sub-section 2.1.2). 
With sandy or silty beaches it is customary to evaluate the shoreline stability on the 
assumption o f both onshore-offshore movement and littoral transport of beach 
materials. When the coast is formed by cliffs the changes in the coastline may 
occur over a long period, in which case they can be deduced from historical maps. 
Information on the investigations to be performed and on the protective measures 
which can be taken for the shorelines can be found in the literature [1],

Two aspects require particular attention: the long-term shoreline stability, 
and the stability against severe storms. To investigate the latter stability, it is 
usually not enough to consider only the storm which causes and MPSS because 
it may not produce the conditions critical to erosion. Storms of rather longer 
duration or wind fields with directions which cause higher waves for longer 
times at the site [45] are usually adopted for the analysis of erosion effects 
on the shoreline and on nuclear power plant structures.

The effects of the plant structures on the littoral stability to be investigated 
include:

(a) Updrift accretion and downstream erosion as a result of blocking 
the littoral drift

(b) Beach erosion caused by interferences from structures built on the 
swash zone o f sandy beaches, with the onshore-offshore transport of 
material.

11.1. Shoreline stability analysis

An analysis shall be performed to determine the potential for shoreline insta
bility at the site and any possible impact on items important to safety. Severe 
storms can cause significant modifications of the littoral zone, particularly to the 
profile o f a beach. Although the long-term equilibrium profile o f a beach is 
generally determined by its exposure to moderately strong winds, waves and tidal 
currents rather than by infrequent events of great magnitude, both types of events 
are considered. An outline of the analysis, giving the input data that need to be 
collected, is as follows (see also Ref. [ 1 ]):
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(a) Investigation to establish the shoreline configuration including profile 
(e.g. berms, dunes, man-made structures and immediate bathymetry)

(b) Investigation to determine typical grain size distributions or composition 
of the beach materials in the horizontal and vertical directions

(c) Study o f tidal movement (vertical and horizontal, to include sea level 
changes), wave exposure and climatology

(d) Assessment o f longshore transport conditions at the site and at the 
facing seabed; evaluation of the extent o f sand movement

(e) Establishment o f the trend o f shoreline migration during the short and, 
long term and o f the protection offered by vegetation

(f) Determination o f the direction and o f the rate of onshore-offshore 
sediment motion, o f the expected shape and expected change o f shape 
o f the beach profiles

(g) Evaluation of the impact of the nuclear power plant, including cooling 
water structures, on the shoreline shape.

11.2. Evaluation of longshore transport

The longshore transport of sand in the littoral zone is evaluated by studying 
the tidal currents and the climatological data for waves, as they occur in the given 
segment o f beach, and with a knowledge o f how these waves interact with the 
shore to move sand. The following sources are used to study wave conditions near 
the coast, i.e. height o f waves, their periods and the directions of their propagation:

(a) Shipboard observations o f the waves in the ocean area adjoining the 
coast

(b) Local wind data from the climatological charts of the region
(c) Data o f greater detail and reliability obtained by recording the wave 

conditions with wave gauges for at least one year
(d) Wave pattern extrapolated from a nearby similar location when local 

data are not available.

Actual computation o f the longshore transport for long-term shoreline 
stability and the stability under severe flood conditions requires the breaking wave 
heights, periods, and directions, which are evaluated by wave refraction diagrams, 
and beach sediment characteristics. Graphical methods for constructing wave 
refraction diagrams are given in the literature [ 1, 51—53], Computer programs 
are also available (e.g. Ref. [54]). For the actual estimate of the longshore trans
port, methods have been developed; appropriate ones may be found among those 
outlined in Ref. [1].

Since the theoretical predictions are o f unknown accuracy and may not be 
applicable to all coastlines, and since the data used to formulate the theoretical 
methods show large experimental scatter, such theoretical calculations should be 
supplemented by observations and historical information on actual movements.
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12. FLOOD PROTECTION ASPECTS 
OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SITING

The action of water may be static or dynamic, or there may be a combination 
of effects (see section 9). In many cases the effect o f ice and debris transported by 
the flood is an important factor. Erosion by floods can also affect safety and is 
discussed in section 11. Sedimentation may produce problems with the water 
supply for the nuclear power plant. Water can affect safety through its action 
upon the items important to safety.

The items important to safety shall be protected from the DBF in such a 
way as to retain their function. The preferred method o f protection is that specified 
in sub-section 12.1 (a) and sites should be examined with this in mind.

12.1. Types of protection

Protection o f a nuclear power plant from the DBF may be achieved by the 
following methods:

(a) Construct all items important to safety above the level o f  the DBF, 
taking into account wind-wave effects and effects of potential ice and debris 
accumulation. This can be accomplished if necessary by locating the plant at
a sufficiently high elevation or by construction arrangements that raise the ground 
level at the site. This method is preferred over the following method by most 
Member States.

(b) Construct permanent external barriers such as levees or dikes. In this 
case, care shall be taken that appropriate design bases (e.g. seismic) are selected 
for the barriers and that periodic inspections and maintenance of these barriers 
are provided. The barriers themselves shall be considered features important to 
safety. In certain cases such protection of the plant against extreme hydrological 
phenomena is augmented by waterproofing and appropriate structural design of 
all items important to safety.13

13 As an alternative it is considered permissible by some Member States to provide 
permanent DBF protection for those items necessary to ensure the capability to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; all other systems and components 
important to safety are protected against the effects o f  a lesser flood. This is acceptable if 
the following conditions are met:

(1) Sufficient warning time is available to shut the plant down and implement adequate 
emergency procedures

(2) all items important to safety are designed to withstand flood-producing conditions that 
are considered reasonably characteristic o f  the geographical region involved (excluding extremely 
rare combinations).
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12.2. Analysis of the protection

The two types of protection outlined in 12.1 represent basic approaches for 
protecting a nuclear power plant from a flood. In some cases protection can be 
achieved by a combination of these types of approaches.

It will be necessary, however, to analyse carefully the effect that any work 
on or around the site, such as those outlined in points (a) and (b) o f 12.1, may 
have upon the flood water level at the site.

Flood protection structures (see items (a) and (b) o f sub-section 12.1) shall 
be analysed in a manner similar to that for the other items important to safety.

13. MONITORING AND WARNING 
FOR PLANT PROTECTION

Monitoring and warning measures which may need to be taken during the 
operational phase will depend on the degree o f protection offered by the site 
selected and on the type of flood protection selected for the design. These 
measures should be considered at the planning phase, since their implementation 
requires a significant amount o f time. Moreover, some o f the measures might be 
useful, if implemented early enough, for validating the values o f the parameters 
derived during the determination o f the DBF.

If monitoring and warning is considered necessary, one or more of the 
following networks is considered (see Annex VI):

A monitoring system for basic atmospheric parameters
A water level gauge system
A tsunami warning system.
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Appendix A
STOCHASTIC METHODOLOGIES 

IN SURGE ANALYSIS

A.I. Introduction

Stochastic methods are based on the analysis of the available historical data 
set of actual, measured water levels in the region of interest. By utilizing these 
data in an analysis -  synthesis process, the flood level as a function of frequency 
for the site is determined. The asymptote o f a plot of these data points, or a value 
close to it, is the PMSS level, which can be more directly estimated by the deter
ministic method.

Stochastic methods of analysis of a time or space series of data are based on 
the hypothesis that one series of this type represents the numerical expression 
of a non-stationary random process possibly including systematic factors. The 
effects of systematic factors are initially identified in the analysis and eliminated 
from the data series. The residual elements are considered as random values and 
are subjected to a statistical analysis on the basis o f which a probability distribution 
function is selected. The PMSS may be evaluated for a given target probability value. 
It is important to verify with statistical tests that the probability distribution 
assessed fits the data.

The parameters (including those characterizing the systematic and seasonal 
effects) are only estimates of the actual values because they are obtained from a 
limited data set. Therefore the parameters are affected by sampling errors which 
can be evaluated by statistical methods and taken into account in the stochastic 
synthesis.

Improved stochastic methods may be used for the evaluation o f design basis 
water levels if reliable surge data are available over an extended period and for a 
number o f stations in a particular region. In some instances, the availability of 
surge data may be restricted to a short interval o f time (5—10 years) and the water 
levels, arrived at by using stochastic methods with this short-term data base, may 
have considerable uncertainty. For some regions, depending upon the frequency 
of the storms and the record keeping for the region, the interval during which 
records are available may be considerably longer (i.e. more than 50 years).

By working with actual surge levels as basic data, the factors relating to the 
intensity, path and duration of storms are automatically taken into account. This 
approach has advantages, especially in regions subject to extra-tropical storms, 
since these storms are usually very extensive and difficult to model.
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Several methods for analysing surge data are based on the stochastic approach, 
such as:

(1) Methods based on the analysis o f a single time series. The time series 
at the site is reduced to its random components and then several new 
series are synthesized. This method is often applied for the evaluation 
of floods due to precipitation and is described in Safety Series
No. 50-SG-S 10A.

(2) Methods based on the analysis o f time series from several stations by 
which the relationship between the surges which actually occurred at 
the stations is determined. Using the random component o f each time 
series, new time series at the site can be synthesized, using for instance 
Monte Carlo techniques. This method is sometimes applied to great 
river basins for the evaluation of floods due to precipitation.

(3) A method in which frequency distribution functions as fitted to surge 
data from several stations are determined and the relationship among 
these functions are taken into account. This method, as applied to 
surges, is described below. A similar method has been used in the 
Netherlands in deriving the design heights of dikes [30, 31].

In distinguishing the definable and significant causes affecting the times series, 
consideration is given to:

The stationarity of the time series and its applicability to the entire lifetime 
of the nuclear power plant. For surge data this will usually be the case since 
only large climatic or morphologic changes can disturb stationarity.

The homogeneity o f the data; the series o f surges analysed are grouped 
according to their causes (e.g. monsoon, cyclone, extra-tropical storm).
In addition, a correction is applied for the accompanying astronomical tide 
and a possible secular rise o f mean sea level if significant.

The independence from time o f the terms of each time series (i.e. the absence 
o f autocorrelation for each time series). For surges the terms are often inde
pendent of time; otherwise the series are corrected accordingly.

The above corrections must be made carefully, and only when a physical 
cause is recognized. The other effects are considered to be random and form part 
of the random component of the time series. They are not to be removed from 
the time series.

After removal of the effects o f definable causes, exceedance frequency curves 
can be derived with the help of a selected frequency distribution function. When 
analysing these curves, the following are taken into account:

The frequency curves o f the neighbouring stations in the region
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Outliers (which will have to be treated separately)

The fit of the assumed exceedance frequency distribution function to the 

data (to be tested with the help of confidence intervals and statistical testing 

methods).

It is stressed that the stochastic method can be suitably applied to a group 

of stations affected by the same storms. This will often be true in areas affected 

by extra-tropical storms. Where the method is not applicable, i.e. where stations 

of the group are not affected simultaneously by the same storm, the data set may 

be so small that a deterministic method will be appropriate.

A. 2. The time series

The time series shall be analysed taking into account the points made in 

sub-section A.2.1 -  A.2.3.

A.2.1. Stationarities

The stationarity of surge data in coastal regions can be disturbed by the 

following causes and has to be corrected:

(1) Topographical changes. In regions with shallow water, gullies and banks, 

topographical changes may have influenced the data, e.g. by increasing 

or decreasing the tidal range. Changes can also be caused by tectonic 

action, bottom subsidence and mean sea level changes. Corrections

can be derived by analysing a long series of mean annual values (e.g. 

mean high water and mean low water). Only when such changes are 

significant is a correction of the data needed.

(2) Man-made structures. Such structures (e.g. the closure of estuaries) 

can have considerable effect on surges. Corrections can be derived by 

comparing the data from affected stations with those from unaffected 

stations before and after the date of the closure of the estuaries. By 

this means the suspect time series can be corrected.

(3) Climatic changes. In general it is impossible to derive the effect of 

long-term climatic changes from the data. Usually the length of the time 

series is too short (max. 150 years) since climatic changes in most cases 

involve a longer period; however, deductions can sometimes be made 

on the basis of meteorological studies. To include small climatic fluc

tuations, the time series must be sufficiently long (approx. 50 years).
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>1.2.2. Inhomogeneity

The data are grouped into time series on the basis of the characteristics of 

events causing the surges, to obtain homogeneous data sets. Several possible 

groupings are:

The path o f  the depression. Those data that have been produced by a depres

sion that does not have a potential for causing dangerous conditions could 

either be removed or given lesser weighting. Instead of the path of the 

depression the circulation pattern or the observed air pressure gradients 

can be used.

The type o f  storm. The data are grouped according to the type of storm 

(e.g. tropical cyclone, extra-tropical cyclone).

Seasonal effect. When a storm surge season can be identified in a climatic 

region it may be appropriate to consider conservatively only the data of this 

season.

In other cases the time series can be corrected for inhomogeneity; in 

particular for:

Astronomical tide. If the astronomical tide (especially high water) varies 

significantly from spring to neap tide, and few storm surge data are available, 

these data are adjusted. This can be done by correcting all surge heights to 

mean tide level.

Rise o f  mean sea level. When there has been a significant rise (or fall) 

in mean sea level a correction is applied to the data. If the rise is a linear 

function of time, it is sometimes possible to apply a correction to the derived 

design levels to allow for change during the life of the plant.

A. 2.3. Independence

In certain climatic zones it is obvious that the occurrence of a storm is not 

wholly independent of the occurrence of previous storms, but in most cases it 

is clear that the height of a storm surge does not influence the height of a surge 

resulting from a later storm.

Dependency can be removed if the data are split into storm surge periods 

and only the highest value of each period is taken into account. It is evident 

that for large river basins the river flood data are more dependent than the flood 

data for coastal areas.

Statistical tests for autocorrelation do not in most cases give satisfactory 

results for surges. When only extreme values are used, with special attention to 

the time interval chosen, dependency is mostly negligible.
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A.3. The frequency distribution function

Several distribution functions can be found in the literature including func

tions which take into account physical limits [55, 56]. However, the selection 

of the appropriate distribution function shall be done very carefully since some 

of them can give very unreliable results. Not only the best fit to the data is of 

importance but the sensitivity of the function to outliers is also important (see 

Annex II). A distribution function should be selected in which the final levels 

would only slightly be affected by a large variation of some extreme values in the 

sample. Usually this will be a frequency distribution function with only a few 

parameters (one or two).
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Annex I

PROBABLE MAXIMUM STORM CHARACTERISTICS  

AND STORM SURGE ANALYSIS

This annex discusses the evaluation of the storm parameters and of some 

other additional input parameters needed to evaluate the surge; the whole surge 

analysis is then briefly outlined.

LI. Tropical cyclones

A tropical cyclone has more or less circular isotaches (lines of constant wind 

speed), as seen in Fig.Al, which shows a typical wind field pattern. A theoretical 

isotach pattern may be derived from isobars (lines of equal pressure) by correcting 

for the Coriolis force and rate of movement of the eye of the storm. The wind 

circulation in the storm is counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere and 

clockwise in the southern. The wind speed is zero at the centre of the storm, 

reaches a maximum some distance from the centre, and gradually decays to 

nominal values at a great distance from the storm centre. Wind velocity vectors 

are not tangent to the isotaches, but tend to a point somewhat towards the centre 

of the storm. The barometric pressure is a minimum at the centre of the storm 

and at the far field approaches asymptotically the ambient barometric pressure.

The centre of the cyclone moves along a forward path which can assume 

any shape. The forward motion of the cyclone distorts the wind isotach pattern 

from a true circular pattern. This distortion is such that the wind field is symmetric 

about a radial line extending from the centre of the cylone through the point of 

maximum wind velocity in the cyclone. This radial line is called the ‘primary radius 

of wind velocity distribution’ of the cyclone. For predicting maximum surge ele

vations it is sufficiently accurate to assume that the storm path is a straight line.

The characteristics of the PMTC to be used as input for the analysis of storm 

surges include:

Sea level air pressure at the centre of the cyclone (P0), and at the outer edge 

3*ow)

Radius of the wall of maximum winds (R)

Translational velocity of the cyclone (Vt)

Maximum sustained wind velocity (Umax)

Angle (a ) between translational velocity vector and primary radius of wind

speed distribution (0)
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FIG.A1. Typical tropical cyclone wind field pattern (northern hemisphere). The solid circular 
lines are contours o f  constant wind speed (isotaches), and the arrows indicate wind velocity 
vectors. The broken circular line indicates area o f  maximum wind speed. The wind speeds 
increase from the periphery towards the centre.

Wind speed along a cross-section from the moving storm centre to the 

periphery of the moving storm

Path of cyclone relative to the coast line.

These characteristics are discussed in more detail in Safety Series No. 50-SG-S1 IB.

The maximum surge at a site usually occurs when the path of the cyclone 

is to the left of the site in the northern hemisphere (travelling from sea to land) 

and to the right in the southern. The location of the maximum surge on the coast 

may not coincide with the location of occurrence of the maximum wave height. 

The fetch used for maximum wave conditions may be different from the one used 

for maximum surge conditions.
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Various combinations of R, Vt, storm path and wind field orientation (see 

Safety Series No. 50-SG-S 1 IB) are used as inputs to the surge evaluation to deter

mine those critical combinations of parameters that result in the most severe flood 

(see sub-section 1.5).

1.2. Extra-tropical storms

Extra-tropical storms are migratory frontal cyclones occurring in the middle 

and high latitudes. For sites located in such areas of the world, the most severe 

surges may be produced by these extra-tropical storms'. Such storms produce 

their highest wind in the cooler season of the year, because they are energized 

mainly by the temperature contrast between air masses, which is most pronounced 

during this season.

The meteorological variables characterizing such a storm are: the wind field 

pattern, the pressure gradient, the track and forward speed of the storm centre.

To determine the various parameters of the PMETS, first a detailed meteoro

logical analysis of severe historical cyclonic windstorms that have occurred in and 

near the region is performed. On the basis of this analysis, the reasonable upper 

limit of each of these parameters is evaluated by extrapolating its values from the 

historical storms. The possibility that these upper limits may occur coincidentally 

is then assessed on the basis of the meteorological evidence, and appropriate 

combinations of the parameters of the probable maximum storms are established. 

Procedures are then developed to permit construction of the most extreme wind 

field considered possible over large regions. Because of the large dimensions and 

asymmetry of extra-tropical storms, this requires a considerable amount of 

engineering judgement. The outcome of this work is the PMETS, which is given 

in the form of analyses at various times for the fields characterizing the storm, e.g. 

wind field and pressure gradient. This wind field should be more severe than any 

that have ever occurred in the region. An appropriate extreme wind field is then 

moved along various tracks with an optimum forward speed for surge generation, 

to determine the most extreme surge for a particular location.

Details of the development of PMETS models are available in the literature 

(e.g. Ref. [57]).

1.3. Moving squall lines

A moving squall line is unlikely to present a major hazard on an open coastal 

site but it can generate a severe surge or seiche on some semi-enclosed or enclosed 

bodies of water. If there is a potential for a serious surge to be generated by a 

moving squall line, a suitable input similar to those prepared for the PMTC and 

PMETS needs to be prepared.
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The required analysis is performed by combining a range of squall line speeds 

with the most critical track and angle of the squall line. Over semi-enclosed and 

enclosed bodies of water, resonance effects can be important in setting up water 

levels [29]. The surge level is maximized if the speed of the resulting surge wave 

is matched by the speed of advance of the squall line.

1.4. Additional input

The following additional input data are required:

Reference water level (e.g. astronomical tide, sea level anomaly, lake level) 

Bottom friction and wind stress coefficients 

Latitude of storm centre

Offshore bathymetry along the traverse where surge calculations are to be 

performed (extends from the shoreline of the site to a minimum water depth 

of about 200 m); when overland flooding is to be considered the inland 

topography is required

Wind speed adjustment to allow for increased friction over land mass as the 

storm moves onshore

For typical cyclones, wind speed reduction due to loss of the storm’s energy 

source (water condensation) as the storm centre moves over land.

1.5. PMSS analysis

Some of the computer programs referenced in sub-section 4.1.1 include 

physical models which evaluate the tropical cyclone wind field and the atmospheric 

pressure variation at any point within the tropical cyclone. The input used in the 

program to generate the storm’s wind field are the maximum sustained wind 

speed, radius of maximum winds, orientation of primary radius of wind speed 

distribution and wind speeds along the primary radius of wind speed distribution.

If a wind field different from that described in the model is desired, this wind 

field distribution is fed into the program. Also, a particular atmospheric 

pressure distribution can be used directly as an input for the program, instead 

of using the program’s internal pressure distribution. Therefore these computer 

programs may also be used to calculate storm surges generated by extra-tropical 

storms having non-symmetrical circulations as well as by tropical cyclones.

However it is preferable to make use of a program that has been developed 

for extra-tropical storms [16, 17, 19, 20] because such a program is more 

suitable when one is considering appropriate wind field distribution.

In the analysis of the PMSS various combinations of radius of maximum 

wind, forward translational speed, storm paths, and wind field orientation are
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considered when determining the critical combination of parameters that would 

result in the most severe flood condition. A storm of larger radius and faster 

forward speed may generate a higher surge, but the duration of the peak surge 

activity may be much shorter in comparison with a storm of slower forward speed. 

Therefore several combinations of radius and translational speed are analysed to 

identify peak surges and their durations, which together determine the PMSS.

The storm surge analysis gives the following as output:

Over-water wind field for the initial position of each storm and for specified 

later times

Summary of storm surge calculations including the total increase in water 

depth at each specified traverse depth, starting in deep water and continuing 

to shore at the initial time and at specified later times

Summary tables and plots of total storm surge hydrographs for specified 

locations.
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Annex II

FREQ U ENCY  DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

This annex discusses a method for deriving exceedance frequency distribution 

functions for use in stochastic approaches to PMSS analysis.

n.l. Derivation of exceedance frequency distribution functions

II. 1.1. General

When frequency distribution functions of water levels have to be derived, 

two kinds of functions are applicable:

(1) Frequency distribution functions fitted to the selected and corrected 

data

(2) Frequency distribution functions for all available data (corrected but 

not selected).

For type (2), the exceedance curve can show irregularities, for example 

as a result of changing topography with increasing water depth. The extrapolation 

to low frequencies, however, has to be based on the first type of frequency distri

bution with the help of data belonging to conditions that can cause extreme values. 

The extrapolations of the frequency curve are usually based on a mathematical 

formulation.

II. 1.2. Exceedance frequency curves

The use of extreme-value methodologies gives reliable results in most cases 

but obviously an important part of the information is lost by selecting only 

extreme values per annum. Therefore it is important to use all the selected and 

corrected data (Fig.A2). Several frequency distribution functions exist. A 

survey of these and of the methodologies to be used to fit them to the available 

data is given in Ref. [55]. In selecting the most suitable frequency distribution 

function the use of a distribution function with few parameters and an asymptotic 

upper bound may be preferred. An appropriate function is the gamma distribution 

with two parameters [55].

A particular case of the gamma distribution is the exponential distribution 

with one parameter [30 , 58, 59]. The distribution of flood data usually fits this 

function.

The parameter of this exponential distribution function can be estimated 

with the help of the Maximum Likelihood Method [55], The parameter depends
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STATIONS

FIG.A2. The exceedance frequency o f  a certain outlier plotted for some stations. In this 
case the extrapolation o f  the frequency curves for the stations D and J needs to be corrected.

only on the mean of the sample values; for this reason it is far easier to handle 

this exponential curve mathematically and there is less arbitrariness in the 

extrapolation.

II. 1.3. Confidence intervals

The best fit can be tested in several ways [55], e.g. by the chi-square distri

bution, but this test does not always give reliable results. It is advisable to derive 

the confidence intervals since they give information on the best fit and the uncer

tainty of the severity of the event for a given probability or of the probability for 

a given level of severity. Some methods have been described in Safety Series 

No. 50-SG-S 11A for evaluating the confidence intervals for extreme-value distri

bution functions. Note that these confidence intervals can be used only to test 

the fit of frequency curves to a given sample; they give no information about the 

uncertainty of the sample values themselves.

II. 1.4. Outliers

In any data series, outliers, i.e. values that are high or low in comparison 

with the remainder of the series, may exist. Here only the high values are taken 

into consideration. It is assumed that the recurrence time of these values is 

greater than the period of the time series. In deriving the frequency distribution 

the outliers are dealt with separately since otherwise they can have considerable 

influence on the frequency curves. This influence depends on the chosen frequency 

distribution function (e.g. a Pearson distribution with three parameters is more 

sensitive to outliers than an exponential distribution with one parameter).
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Outliers can have an important effect on the severity of the event chosen to 

have the established low exceedance probability. For a limited area (e.g. an 

estuary) in the region, it can be assumed that the frequency of the outliers is 

compatible with that in the whole region, so it is possible to check and correct 

the results to take into account the recurrence of the outliers. It is also sometimes 

possible to estimate the exceedance frequencies of the outliers for the whole 

region using the derived frequency distributions if it can be assumed that the 

exceedance frequency of an outlier for a limited area will be similar to that for a 

wider region.

The frequency curves of water levels at stations in a particular estuary can 

be influenced by such occurrences as the overflowing of banks. This will disturb 

the fit of the distribution curve. For extreme values (less than 10"3 per annum) 

assumptions then have to be made concerning the behaviour of the estuary at 

these levels. In some cases it can be assumed that with increasing water depths 

estuary conditions tend to approximate to the sea conditions. When this is so, 

the extrapolation of the frequency curve in an estuary will be the same as for 

coastal stations.

II. 1.5. Relationship o f  frequency curves in a particular region

When the frequency curves in a region have been derived a test has to be 

made on the relation between the different heights relating to a certain exceedance 

frequency. This requires a reference level to be defined which is applicable to all 

stations. As a reference level for all stations the level that is exceeded once in two 

years can be used. (This level can be obtained from the actual values.) Then by 

a graphical method an evaluation and a correction of results is possible (Fig.A3).

STATIONS

FIG.A3. Relationship between levels relating to certain exceedance frequencies for several 
stations. The frequency curves o f  stations D and G need to be corrected.
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II. 1.6. Testing for reliability

When the design levels have been determined they can be checked for their 

probability of occurrence and exceedance and for their conservativeness. The 

latter can be checked with the help of a physical model (deterministic approach 

model) using maximized parameters of historical severe storms or the parameters 

of the probable maximum storm.

II. 1 .7. Effect o f  grouping o f  data

When -a large quantity of data exists for a region it is sometimes possible to 

estimate for a few stations the effect of grouping of data on the basis of the flood- 

causing events. By comparison of the critical levels calculated before and after 

grouping the bias can be estimated. This will enable the critical levels for the 

few stations considered to be corrected.
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Annex III

TSUNAMI EVALUATION

This annex discusses the following subjects:

(a) Characteristics of the seismic sources that cause the seabed motions, and 

the resulting initial water surface displacement (III. 1)

(b) Tsunami propagation across the open ocean (III.2)

(c) Nearshore modification effects as the tsunami waves propagate into 

shallower water (III.3).

HI. 1. Source characteristics

The following characteristics of the seismic sources have to be evaluated 

because they determine the seabed motion and the resulting initial form of the 

water surface displacement.

III. 1.1. Earthquake magnitude

The evaluation of the magnitude of the earthquake that can generate the 

PMT is based on a detailed review of the historical tsunamis, and of the seismicity 

and tectonics of the tsunamigenic areas (see Safety Series No.50-SG-Sl).

III. 1.2. Maximum vertical and horizontal ground displacement

The ground displacement A associated with the maximum earthquake 

potential is defined in terms of the strike-slip motion X (horizontal motion at 

ground surface) and dip-slip motion Z (vertical motion at ground surface):

A = (X2 + Z2 ) 1/2

Large tsunamis are generated principally by vertical ground motion and are 

associated with shallow focus earthquakes, whereas strike-slip motion is ineffective 

in the generation of tsunamis. However, for local faults, horizontal seabed displace

ment is considered for the generation of seismic seiches in a coastal basin.

Owing to lack of sufficient data, which is often the case, a fault movement 

caused by a conservatively selected earthquake of relatively shallow focus with 

a dip-slip movement on a vertical fault is postulated. In a statistical summary of 

world-wide data [60, 61] a relationship between maximum A and earthquake 

magnitude M was established (see Fig.A4). The plotted curve has been drawn on 

the basis of data from earthquakes of different focal depths, type and quality of
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FIG.A4. Apparent trends o f  dependence o f  maximum ground displacement on earthquake 
magnitude (adapted from Wilson [60, 61}).

basement rock, depth and quality of overlying alluvium, etc. The curves plotted 

are reasonable for shallow focus earthquakes having focal depths from 15 to 50 km. 

Another relationship between maximum A and M has been suggested [37], based 

upon the work reported in Ref. [62]. From fifty world-wide measurements of 

maximum A for various M, the following relationship was determined in Ref. [62]:

log A = 3.916 + 0.578 M
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FIG.A5. Relationship o f  fault length to earthquake magnitude (from Wilson [61]).
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For a given M, Fig.A4 and the above relationship can be used to determine the 

resultant A . The larger of the two values should be selected in order to be con

servative. To obtain the total maximum vertical ground diplacement, if existing 

data do not support any strike-slip movement it is assumed that there is a zero 

horizontal displacement and that all surface faulting goes into dip-slip (vertical 

displacement). Then A is equal to the dip-slip offset at the surface of the seabed 

on the fault. It is usually assumed that the vertical displacements are approxi

mately uniform (up and down) over the fault length.

III. 1.3. Source length and width

Data on fault length L as a function of M have been plotted [61 ] for shallow 

focus earthquakes, as shown in Fig. A5. This figure can be used to select a source 

length for the maximum earthquake potential if the data used in the figure are 

sufficiently representative for the region.

Statistical data to determine the relationship between M and the equivalent 

area of the source, S, in km2 have been assembled [63] on the basis of the follow

ing equation:

log10S = M — 3.5 

A somewhat different relationship has been suggested [64, 65]:

log10S = — 3.0

These equations can be used as a preliminary approach to determining the source 

width, by dividing S by L.

III. 1.4. Source orientation, shape and epicentre location

Large tsunamis are associated with elliptically shaped generating areas which 

radiate energy preferentially from the centre of the ellipse perpendicular to the 

major axis. Ground motion during large earthquakes generally occurs in elliptically 

shaped generating areas and the vertical uplift decreases from a maximum at the 

centre of the ellipse to zero at the ends of the axes. The location of the epicentre 

is selected along the fault in order to generate maximum tsunami waves towards 

the nuclear power -plant site.

III. 1.5. Decay o f  displacement with distance from fault

The elastic rebound theory of Reid [66] is an explanation of earthquake 

dislocations along faults which predicts an exponential-type decrease of basement
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rock displacement with distance normal to the fault. Data from past earthquakes 

have been used to model the horizontal and vertical permanent displacements at 

distance Y normal to the fault. An empirical equation has been developed to fit 

the data which relates the horizontal and vertical ground movements at any 

distance Y from the fault to the value of X and Z.

Data on ground velocities and displacements from past earthquakes show 

that besides permanent displacements, relatively large transient elastic movements 

in the horizontal and vertical directions are produced by the elastic waves generated 

by the strain release. The transient displacement can be a very significant part of 

the strike-slip or dip-slip upheaval. To simulate this time dependency,empirical 

equations have been developed to relate the horizontal and vertical ground 

displacement (expressed as a ratio of the permanent displacement) to the distance 

from the fault and to the time.

III. 1.6. Time dependence o f  bottom motion

The time during which the main part of the vertical and/or horizontal ground 

displacement occurs during an earthquake is very small compared to characteristic 

tsunami wave periods. It has been shown [67] that the large earth movements of 

the 1964 Alaska earthquake may have been completed within 8 seconds. The 

fundamental period of the resulting tsunami was approximately 1.7 hours.

The motion in a source region does not develop instantaneously across the 

entire region. The disturbance propagates outward from the epicentre of the main 

shock across the entire region in a relatively short time compared to a tsunami 

wave period [68].

In Ref. [69] it has been shown that as a result of the long time-scale the 

distant behaviour of a tsunami is not dependent upon the detailed behaviour of the 

uplift as a function of time. The controlling factor for tsunami height at a distance 

is the permanent displacement of the ocean bottom.

III.2. Tsunami propagation

The propagation of a tsunami wave system across the open sea can be 

reasonably calculated by computerized numerical time-stepping codes that solve 

the conservation of mass and momentum equations by iteration within an expand

ing space/time grid in spherical co-ordinates [68, 74].

The general approach and the required input are as follows:

(1) Define the initial conditions for the generating area

(2) Approximate the momentum and continuity equations

(3) Develop an appropriately spaced grid system for the ocean area under 

consideration
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(4) Prescribe the water depth at each grid location

(5) Numerically solve the resulting system of equations.

The initial condition most commonly prescribed is an elevation (or depression) 

of the free surface for the source area corresponding to the assumed net ground 

displacement. The time dependence of the ground motion in the source area has 

been found to have a negligible effect on the waves produced at a distant location. 

Step function displacement of the water surface is a sufficiently accurate initial 

condition for numerical solutions.

Numerical approaches to tsunami propagation are generally formulated by 

finite difference or finite element representations of the equations of motion.

Either implicit or explicit solution techniques are acceptable. Results of the wave 

propagation computations are verified with the best existing data for a tsunami 

occurrence in the generation area, and/or under similar circumstances. Data from 

the 1964 Alaska tsunami and 1960 Chile tsunami have been used for verifying 

currently developed methodology [3 2 ,4 4 ,  70].

ni.3. Nearshore modification

The following methods are used for evaluating the first few principal waves 

arriving at the continental slopes up to the point of first reflection at the slope.

III. 3.1. Shoaling

As tsunami waves move into increasingly shallower water, linear wave theory 

may no longer provide a valid estimate of shoaling effects. Friction acts to reduce 

the wave amplitude, counteracting the effects of shoaling, while non-linear changes 

may increase or decrease the amplitude. In addition, as the tsunami waves move 

into shallow water, they are weakly dispersed and may break down into several 

solitons when waves propagate over low bottom slopes. Solitons can be approxi

mated by solitary waves. The Ursell number provides an indication of the likeli

hood of soliton formation. When the Ursell number is of the order of one or 

greater for the tsunami waves, the possibility of amplitude dispersion and soliton 

formation is usually examined.

For steeper slopes the dispersion effects are not significant, as solitons do 

not have the required time to develop before reaching the shoreline. So for Ursell 

numbers much smaller than one, Green’s law of shoaling would apply (see p. 274  

of Lamb [71], edn Dover Pubis (1945)).

III.3.2. Refraction

Refraction effects are intensified in the nearshore zone as a result of rapidly 

shoaling water and frequent coastline and bathymetric irregularities. The methods
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discussed in section IV. 1 of Annex IV are applicable, and the analysis is carried 

on through the nearshore zone. Care is exercised in analysing refraction effects 

in coastal waters and it is essential to take into account irregularities in nearshore 

bathymetry. The numerical computation schemes for tsunamis referenced in 

section III.2 of this Annex can also be used to determine refraction effects.

III. 3.3. Harbour, bay and shelf oscillations

Depending on the characteristics of a resulting nearshore tsunami wave 

system and the local bathymetry and geometry of a given embayment, there is 

a possibility that the oscillation of the local water body will be amplified. This 

phenomenon is referred to as harbour resonance, and is particularly important 

with tsunamis. Oscillations of waves in bays, harbours, and on shelves are basically 

related to diffraction (by horizontal shadowing), reflection (by vertical boundaries), 

and refraction (by changes in bottom topography). For a nuclear power plant 

located within a semi-enclosed region, the possibility of large incident wave 

amplification needs to be considered.

The theoretical approaches available for determining the response character

istics of embayments (for the case of no land flooding) to the excitation of tsunami 

wave systems may be categorized as follows:

(1) Finite difference

(2) Finite element

(3) Integral equation

(4) Hydraulic (physical) modelling.

In the finite difference method, the governing differential equations are 

written in finite difference form, and the wave amplitude or water surface elevation 

at each grid point is then solved by a digital computer. Generally this approach 

requires that the wave amplitude or horizontal velocity at the harbour entrance, 

or at an open boundary, be known, as the computational grid is usually restricted 

to the embayment [33, 72, 73],

In the finite element method, the harbour response is solved by approximating 

the embayment by a network of finite elements where the shape of each element 

can be conveniently chosen to conform to the geometry of the basin. A series of 

algebraic equations is then solved by computer [74],

The integral equation method assumes that the wave amplitude along the 

harbour can be expressed by an integral equation. This equation is then approxi

mated by a matrix equation, which can be solved by a digital computer. When the 

wave amplitude along the boundary has been obtained, the amplitude at any 

location in the embayment can be found by simple summation [35].

Hydraulic (physical) models of an embayment, or an embayment coupled 

to the ocean, can be used to determine harbour response and resonant conditions
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including land flooding or to verify results of numerical modelling or analytical 

approaches. In addition, hydraulic model testing can be performed for nuclear 

power plants where certain effects (e.g. Mach-stem effects) are too complex to 

be properly treated by numerical methods [75—78].

III. 3.4. Shoreline influence

In most instances, the methods used for determining nearshore behaviour 

of short-period wind-generated waves cannot be applied to tsunamis. This is due 

to the large wavelengths characteristic of tsunamis, which vitiate any simplifying 

assumptions made concerning irregularities in the coastline and in coastal features. 

However, certain simplifications are possible with respect to tsunami-generated 

waves in the coastal zone because tsunami wave steepness is usually so low that 

most coastlines are relatively steeper, and thus breaking and bore formation can 

be expected to occur only in estuaries or regions of high lateral convergence.

Certain non-linear phenomena are relevant, such as Mach-stem reflection, as these 

effects have been found to explain certain characteristics of nearshore tsunami 

behaviour.

III. 3.5. Mach-stem effects

Mach-stem effects have to be considered when the incident tsunami wave 

approaches the coastline fronting a nuclear power plant at an angle to the coastline 

less than about 35 to 45 degrees and when the coastline or coastal features are 

capable of reflecting the incident wave (e.g. steep slopes, a bluff, a bulkhead, a 

wall). Under these circumstances, normal reflection may not occur, and formation 

of a Mach-stem wave may create a wave of amplitude up to twice that of the 

incident wave. The Mach-stem wave will form between the intersection of the 

incident and reflected wave, and the reflective coastline or coastal feature.

Estimates of the maximum magnitude of a Mach-stem wave are made where 

conditions for its occurrence exist (see Refs [79—81 ]).

III. 3.6. Breaking waves and bores

As the tsunami wave moves shoreward, it encounters shoaling water which 

will increase its steepness. Under given conditions of offshore bottom slope and 

incident wave period, the tsunami wave may reach a limiting steepness and break.

If this condition of limiting steepness does not occur, the incident wave will 

remain essentially intact, and surge up onto the beach or coastal features. Whether 

a wave breaks or does not break is of major importance in evaluating such effects 

as runup and forces on structures. Therefore the breaking or non-breaking behaviour
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of tsunami waves needs to be determined for the nearshore and shoreline areas of a 

nuclear power plant, and evaluated for the effects on flooding of the plant.

Several methodologies have been developed for evaluating whether an incident 

wave will be breaking or non-breaking. Given the wave steepness, the period (typical 

values characteristic of tsunamis are given in Ref. [82]) and the offshore bottom 

slope, the methods of Ref. [43] can be used to estimate the likelihood of wave 

breaking. Many other methods are available, but the method selected needs to be 

appropriate to the wave characteristics of tsunamis and the ranges of offshore 

slopes encountered.

The following points are important to note in the analysis of breaking or 

non-breaking tsunami wave conditions at the shoreline:

(1) The offshore slope generally cannot be represented by a single average 

value. If the slope is considered irregular, it is segmented into lengths 

where the assumption of average slope is more representative. The 

length of each slope segment has to be not less than several wave 

lengths. The analysis of breaking or non-breaking conditions would 

then be performed for each segment using the local values of wave 

steepness.

(2) All major waves of a tsunami wave system that could impact the coastal 

area of a nuclear power plant need to be assessed as breaking or non

breaking.

(3) If it is not clear whether a wave is breaking or non-breaking, the wave

is usually treated both as a bore and as a non-breaking surge in analysing 

its effect on the plant.
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Annex IV

NEARSHORE WAVE EFFECTS

This annex discusses: the types of modification that waves undergo as they 

move into shallower water; the nearshore water-level increases caused by wave 

effects; and the effects from wave transmission, runup and overtopping. The 

methods of assessing these effects are given in Ref. [ 1 ].

IV. 1. Wave modifications

As offshore waves move towards the shore they undergo modification from 

several causes:

Friction. As offshore waves propagate into shallow water, changes of wave 

height occur from the combined effects of bottom geometry, bottom friction 

and percolation.

Shoaling. This is the effect on wave height caused by change in depth. It is 

determined by evaluating the shoaling coefficient, which is the ratio of the wave 

height in any water depth to its height in deep water, excluding effects of refrac

tion, friction and percolation.

Refraction. This is the process by which the wave direction is changed because 

that part of the wave advancing in shallower water travels at a slower speed than 

that part travelling in deeper water. Acceptable methods of analysing wave 

refraction, based on the application of Snell’s law, are discussed in the reference 

quoted above.

Diffraction. This occurs when a wave front is interrupted by a barrier and the 

waves are propagated into the sheltered region within the barrier’s geometric 

shadow. For the evaluation of this effect methods based on the use of graphs 

derived from solutions of the general wave equations for particular geometries 

are presented in the reference quoted above.

Reflection. This occurs when a wave impinges on a steep beach, barrier or other 

reflecting surface and part of the wave is turned seaward. Methods for evaluating 

reflection based on linear wave theory are presented in the reference quoted above. 

When the angle between the direction of the waves’ advance and the wall is less 

than about 35 to 45 degrees, periodic shallow-water waves and solitary waves do 

not only undergo regular reflection from a wall (or steep slope); in these cases 

a standing wave system appears with a considerable increase of wave height, the 

so-called Mach-stem effect.
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Breaking. This is an instability of the wave occurring when the depth of the water 

is in the range of the height of the wave. Factors that determine the point and 

height of wave breaking are water depth, bottom slope and wave period and height. 

One method generally used for evaluating this phenomenon is based on empirically 

derived relationships.

Regeneration. Regeneration consists of the reformation of waves after breaking 

or other energy dissipating phenomena. The ratio of reformed wave height to 

initial wave height is a function of the energy dissipated in the breaking process.

Waves that travel over submerged barriers can also undergo a slight reduction in 

height without breaking due to energy dissipation. Regeneration of reformed 

waves under the action of storm wind can result in an increase in wave height as 

the wave is propagated to the site. This is of particular relevance if the available 

fetch for wave generation, i.e. the distance between the breakers (or submerged 

barrier) and the site, is large. For waves breaking on a sloping beach, wave regenera

tion is generally neglected; however, it is taken into consideration for waves trans

formed over a flooded beach berm, a shore barrier, etc.

IV.2. Nearshore water level increases

The nearshore water level may be increased by such effects as wave setup, 

swells and local storm winds, which can affect both the storm surge still-water 

levels and the design wave heights.

The increase in the storm surge still-water level at the shoreline as a result 

of wave setup depends on the wave height at the point of breaking, the shoreline 

geometry, and the incoming wave period. Breaking wave heights may be increased 

slightly at the shoreline as a result of the increase in the effective water depth 

(mean water depth plus wave setup). Therefore, both wave setup and the modified 

breaking wave height are to be considered. For shorelines of simple geometry, 

formulas are available for estimating the maximum wave setup.

If the season of heavy swell coincides with the season of local storm occurrence, 

their simultaneous occurrence needs to be considered. If the season of heavy swell 

does not coincide with the season of local storm occurrence, then it may be assumed 

that their simultaneous occurrence is a highly improbable event, and need not be 

considered. However, should they coincide the incremental effect is considered, 

but this is not a straightforward matter since swell and local storm waves cannot 

be simply superimposed, because of both the limitations on wave steepness imposed 

by breaking and the essential non-linearity of wave behaviour in the shallow water 

zone. An analysis that takes heavy swell into account is additionally complicated 

by consideration of surge and wave-induced setup. A thorough discussion showing 

how these interactions are treated, all the simplifying assumptions made, and the 

degree of uncertainty involved is usually presented.
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IV.3. Wave transmission, runup and overtopping
As an incident wave hits an obstruction, the wave energy can be absorbed by, 

reflected from, or transmitted through or over the obstruction. The distribution of 

incident wave energy between dissipation, reflection and transmission depends on 

the incident wave characteristics and on the type and geometry of the obstruction. 

There are several studies available in the literature that relate the transmitted wave 

height to the incident wave height for various types of obstruction.

As the incident waves break on reaching the shoreline or structures their 

breaking will result in runup against these structures. The amount of runup14 

is the vertical height above still-water level that the rush of water reaches, and it 

depends on the wave spectrum, the geometry and roughness of the structure, 

the water depth at the toe of the structure, the bottom slope fronting the structure, 

and the incident wave characteristics. Numerous laboratory investigations and 

analytical studies have been performed on wave runup; many are summarized in 

the reference quoted above. Wave runup for the entire spectrum of the waves to be 

used in the evaluation of the design basis wave is usually evaluated. If the structure 

characteristics are such that they are not well represented by any of these cases for 

which design data are available in the literature, special studies based on tests of 

physical models or prototypes are performed to support runup evaluations. If the 

evaluations are based on physical model tests, the scale effects are critically 

analysed.

The increase in water levels due to the storm surge and the wave runup can 

result in overtopping of structures. The volume ratio of wave overtopping depends 

on the height of the structure, the water depth at the toe of the structure, and the 

geometry and roughness of the structure. Several laboratory investigations and 

analytical studies have been performed on wave overtopping and many of these 

are presented in the reference quoted above. If overtopping of a structure is 

expected to occur, the time, rate, and quantity of overtopping water is evaluated 

and the proposed methods and provisions to prevent damage from overtopping 

water need to be discussed.

14 In studies it has been shown that waves giving the highest rates of overtopping are 
often normally incident waves. However, waves incident at small angles to the normal (e.g. 15°) 
must also be used in the evaluation.
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Annex V

EXAMPLE OF POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS 
OF FLOOD-CAUSING EVENTS

A suitable combination of flood-causing events depends on the specific 

characteristics of the site and involves considerable engineering judgement (see 

sub-section 9.2).

The following is an example of a set of combinations of flood-causing 

events and reference water levels for determining DBF conditions:

(a) PMSS or PMSE

Related wind-wave activity15

10% exceedance high tide16

25-year river flood (when appropriate)

(b) PMT

Wind-wave activity (representative for a few years’ return time)

10% exceedance high tide16 

25-year river flood (when appropriate)

(c) PMSS from the PMTC 

Related wind-wave activity15 

10% exceedance high tide16

DBF on river (for drainage areas of less than 800 km2 in tropical 

cyclone areas)

(d) 100-year surge, seiche or tsunami 

Wind-wave activity15

10% exceedance high tide16

One-half the DBF on river (when appropriate)

(e) 100-year surge or seiche 

Wind-wave activity15 

25-year tsunami

10% exceedance high tide16

(f) 100-year tsunami 

25-year surge or seiche 

Wind-wave activity15

10% exceedance high tide16

15
In some coastal regions, wind-wave effects are more important than surges, and flood- 

causing events have to be selected in respect to maximizing wind-wave activity.
16 An alternative concept based on annual mean spring tide or highest astronomical 

tide in a 19-year period has been used in some Member States. For enclosed bodies of water 
either the 100-year water level or the maximum controlled water level is used.
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Annex VI

MONITORING AND WARNING SYSTEMS

This annex discusses atmospheric and oceanographic monitoring and warning 

systems related to the protection of nuclear power plants from coastal floods.

VI. 1. Atmospheric parameters

If the plant is located in a region covered by a WMO monitoring or warning 

network or by an existing national warning system for flood, arrangements can be 

made to receive such warnings. If no such organization exists, consideration is 

usually given during the planning phase to the necessity of setting up a warning 

service. The decision will depend on the potential for flooding hazard. If it is 

deemed necessary to organize a warning system, data are obtained on a regular 

basis from the national network within a radius of about 250 km. If routine 

observations from the regular network are inadequate in frequency or spacing,

i.e. if less than 2 sets of observations are made each 24  hours and the observing 

stations are more than about 100 km apart, then consideration should be given 

to the establishment of supplementary stations.

Satellite imagery will provide very valuable information on the location 

and movement of potentially hazardous atmospheric disturbances, such as tropical 

storms. Direct read-out equipment will permit access to this information and allow 

the likelihood of flooding affecting the nuclear power plant to be assessed.

The measures to be adopted will give an early warning of a flooding hazard.

VI.2. Inshore observations

Regular tide gauging is usually established when a site is chosen on a coast 

with a significant tidal range.

VI.3. Tsunami warning system

In view of the severity of tsunami waves in the Pacific region, a Tsunami 

Warning System (TWS) has been set up with headquarters in Hawaii. Its function 

is to receive information on the detection and location of potentially tsunamigenic 

earthquakes in the Pacific, to determine whether a tsunami has been generated, 

and to provide information as to its subsequent history.

The main TWS is geared to respond principally to remote tsunamis. The 

need to provide more rapid warnings to locations close to, or actually within, 

zones of high seismic activity has resulted in the establishment of two regional
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sub-systems with headquarters in Tokyo and Palmer, Alaska. These regional 

systems issue local warnings for earthquakes occurring within their respective 

areas of responsibility.

If the proposed nuclear power plant is in the Pacific region and a potential 

for tsunamis exists, it can be linked to the TWS headquarters in Hawaii, or, if 

appropriate, to one of the other two centres.
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DEFINITIONS

The following definitions are intended for use in the NUSS programme and 

may not necessarily conform to definitions adopted elsewhere for international 

use. Those marked with an asterisk apply only to the terms as they are used in 

the present Safety Guide.

*  Annual Mean High Spring Tide

The average value of all spring high tides in a year.1

*Bathystrophic Storm Tide Theory

A theory dealing with slow-moving large-scale storm systems, in which the 

storm surge responds instantaneously to the onshore wind stresses.2'

*Beach Berm

A nearly horizontal part of a beach formed by the deposit or erosion of 

material by wave action.3

*Deep Water

Water of a depth greater than L/2, where L is the wavelength of the surface 

wave under consideration.

*Design Basis Flood (DBF)

The flood selected for deriving a design basis for a nuclear power plant.

1 A spring high tide consists of the two tides associated with the phase of the new moon 
or the full moon. The number of spring high tides in a year is about 50. If long series of annual 
mean spring high tides are available then the spring high tide can be evaluated by the moving 
average for the years concerned.

2 This theory takes into account the interaction of the longshore flow and the Coriolis 
force. After neglecting some factors that do not have a major influence a simple model can be 
derived which is easy to apply.

3 A berm does not always exist, while some beaches have more than one berm or show 
seasonal variation.
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* Deterministic Method

A method for which most of the parameters and their values are mathe

matically definable and may be explained by physical relationships.

*Fetch

The extent of sea water over which the wind under consideration blows, 

measured along the direction of the wind.

Items Important to Safety

The items which comprise:

(1) those structures, systems, and components whose malfunction or 

failure could lead to undue radiation exposure of the site personnel 

or members of the public;4

(2) those structures, systems and components which prevent anticipated 

operational occurrences from leading to accident conditions;

(3) those features which are provided to mitigate the consequences of 

malfunction or failure of structures, systems or components.

Nuclear Power Plant

A thermal neutron reactor or reactors together with all structures, systems 

andcomponents necessary for safety and for the production of power, i.e. heat 

or electricity.

*One-Percent Wave Height

The average height of the upper one percent of the wave heights in a wave 

record.

*Probable Maximum Extra-Tropical Storm (PMETS)

The hypothetical extra-tropical storm (often termed a “depression” or 

“low pressure area” which is generated in mid or high latitudes above about 

2 5 °N or 25° S) having the most severe combination of meteorological storm 

parameters, from the point of view of flooding, that is considered reasonably

4 This includes successive barriers set up against the release of radioactivity from nuclear 
facilities.
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possible in the region involved, and which approaches the point under study 

along the critical path and at a rate of movement which will result in the most 

adverse flooding.

*Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)

The hypothetical flood (characterized by peak flow, volume, and hydrograph 

shape) that is considered to be the most severe reasonably possible, on the basis 

of probable maximum precipitation and comprehensive hydrometeorological 

application of other hydrological factors favourable for maximum flood runoff 

such as sequential storms and snowmelt.

*Probable Maximum Seiche (PMSE)

The hypothetical seiche that results in the most adverse flooding at the 

site that can be considered reasonably possible.

*Probable Maximum Storm Surge (PMSS)

The hypothetical storm surge generated by either the PMTC, the PMETS, 

or the probable maximum squall line.

*Probable Maximum Tropical Cyclone (PMTC)

The hypothetical tropical cyclone characterized as a rapidly revolving storm 

having that combination of characteristics which will make it the most severe, 

from the point of view of flooding, that can reasonably occur in the region involved, 

and which approaches the point under study along the critical path and at a rate of 

movement that will result in the most adverse flooding.

*Probable Maximum Tsunami (PMT)

The hypothetical tsunami having that combination of characteristics which 

will make it the most severe, from the point of view of flooding, that can reasonably 

occur at the site.

*  Reference Water Level

A conservatively estimated reference water level, either high or low (for 

flooding or minimum water level evaluation respectively), including, as appropriate, 

components such as the tide, river flow and surface runoff but not including water- 

level increases resulting from surges, seiches, tsunamis and wind-waves (for flood 

evaluation) or drawdown (for minimum water level evaluation).
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Region
A geographical area, surrounding and including the site, sufficiently large 

to contain all the features related to a phenomenon or to the effects of a particular 

event.

*  Runup

The rush of water up a beach or structure on the breaking of a wave. The 

height of runup is the vertical height above still-water level that the rush of water 

reaches.

Safety

Protection of all persons from undue radiological hazard.

*Sea Level Anomaly

An anomalous departure of the water surface elevation from the predicted 

astronomical tide.

*  Seiche

An oscillation of an enclosed or semi-enclosed body of water in response to 

an atmospheric, oceanographic or seismic disturbing force.5

*Shallow Water

Water of a depth less than L/25, where L is the wavelength of the surface 

wave under consideration.

*Significant Wave Height

The average height of the upper third of the wave heights in a wave record.

Site

The area containing the plant, defined by a boundary and under effective control 

of the plant management.

5 A force with a frequency component near a natural frequency of the body of water may 
produce large oscillations through resonance.
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Siting
The process of selecting a suitable site for a nuclear power plant, including 

appropriate assessment and definition of the related design bases.

* Squall

An atmospheric phenomenon characterized by a sudden increase in wind 

speed, which has a duration of the order of minutes, and decreases rather suddenly. 

A squall is often accompanied by precipitation.

* Squall Line

A fictitious moving line, sometimes of considerable extent, along which 

squalls occur. It usually moves within the area of circulation of a mature extra- 

tropical storm.

* Still-Water Level

The elevation that the surface of water would assume if all short-period 

wave actions were absent.

*Stochastic Variable (as applied in hydrology)

A term applied in hydrology to a variable whose value is basically of a 

probabilistic nature, but which may contain a non-random dependence on time 

(or space).6 In a stochastic time series, a term in the series may be significantly 

related to neighbouring terms and this possibility is taken into account in the 

analysis and synthesis of the series.

*Storm

Violent disturbance of the atmosphere attended by wind and usually by 

rain, snow, hail, sleet or thunder and lightning.

6 For example the time series for the variable water level at a specific location in a river 
is composed of a stationary random component and non-stationary components such as those 
that are periodic (e.g. seasonal) and those (trend and jumps) due to gradual or sudden changes 
(e.g. changes in basin characteristics).
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A piling up of water in shallow depths due to wind stress and bottom friction 

together with the atmospheric pressure reduction which occurs in conjunction 

with severe storms.

*Ten-Percent Exceedance High Tide

The high tide level which is exceeded by 10 percent of the maximum monthly 

astronomical tides over a continuous 19-year period.

*Time Series

I
A chronological tabulation of data measured continuously or at stated time 

intervals, e.g. mean daily flow, maximum annual flood, daily water level at 8.00 a.m.,

^Transitional Depth

Water of a depth less than L/2 but greater than L/25, where L is the wave

length of the surface wave under consideration.

*Tsunami

A wave train produced by impulsive disturbances of a body of water caused 

by displacements associated with submarine earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, 

submarine slumps or shoreline landslides.

*Wave Setup

The temporary build-up of water level at a beach due to the action of the 

waves to be added to the surge height.

* Storm Surge
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LIST OF

NUSS PROGRAMME TITLES

For the Safety Guides no plans exist to fill 

the gaps in the sequence o f  numbers.

Safety Series 

No.

Tide Publication date 

of English version

1. Governmental organization

Code o f  Practice

50-C-G Governmental organization for the

regulation of nuclear power plants

Safety Guides 

50-SG-G1

50-SG-G2

50-SG-G3

50-SG-G4

50-SG-G6

50-SG-G8

50-SG-G9

Qualifications and training of staff 

of the regulatory body for nuclear 

power plants

Information to be submitted in 

support of licensing applications 

for nuclear power plants

Conduct of regulatory review and 

assessment during the licensing 

process for nuclear power plants

Inspection and enforcement by the 

regulatory body for nuclear power 

plants

Preparedness of public authorities for 

emergencies at nuclear power plants

Licences for nuclear power plants: 

content, format and legal 

considerations

Regulations and guides for nuclear 

power plants

Published 1978

Published 1979

Published 1979

Published 1980

Published 1980

Published 1982  

Published 1982
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Safety Series Title
No.

Publication date
of English version

Code o f  Practice 

50-C-S

Safety Guides 

50-SG-S 1

50-SG-S 2

50-SG-S3

50-SG-S4

50-SG-S 5 

50-SG-S6

50-SG-S 7

50-SG-S8

50-SG-S9 

50-SG-S 10A

50-SG-S 1 OB

2. Siting

Safety in nuclear power plant siting

Earthquakes and associated topics in 

relation to nuclear power plant siting

Seismic analysis and testing of 

nuclear power plants

Atmospheric dispersion in 

nuclear power plant siting

Site selection and evaluation for 

nuclear power plants with respect 

to population distribution

External man-induced events in 

relation to nuclear power plant siting

Hydrological dispersion of radioactive 

material in relation to nuclear power 

plant siting

Nuclear power plant siting: 

hydrogeological aspects

Safety aspects of the foundations 

of nuclear power plants

Site survey for nuclear power plants

Design basis flood for nuclear 

power plants on river sites

Design basis flood for nuclear 

power plants on coastal sites

Published 1978

Published 1979  

Published 1979  

Published 1980  

Published 1980

Published 1981

Published 1983 

Published 1983
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Safety Series Title
No.

Publication date
of English version

50-SG-S 1 1A

50-SG-S 1 IB 

50-SG-S 12

Code o f  Practice 

50-C-D

Safety Guides 

50-SG-D 1

50-SG-D2

50-SG-D3

50-SG-D4

50-SG-D5

50-SG-D6

Extreme meteorological events in 

nuclear power plant siting, 

excluding tropical cyclones

Design basis tropical cyclone 

for nuclear power plants

Radiation protection aspects of 

nuclear power plant siting

3. Design

Design for safety of nuclear power 

plants

Safety functions and component 

classification for BWR, PWR and PTR

Fire protection in nuclear power 

plants

Protection system and related 

features in nuclear power plants

Protection against internally 

generated missiles and their 
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Safety Series Title
No.

Publication date
of English version
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4. Operation

Safety in nuclear power plant Published 1978

operation, including commissioning 
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Staffing of nuclear power plants Published 1979

and the recruitment, training and 

authorization of operating personnel

In-service inspection for nuclear Published 1980

power plants
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o f English version
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